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Dr. Tanmay Panda, Professor, Business (Toronto, Canada) and Former Dean, 
BITS Pilani, Dubai and Mr. Satyajit Senapati, Founder and CEO, Focused Minds 
Consulting and Technologies graced the programme of “ Srusti@20: Celebrating 

Students’ Success” as our esteemed resource persons on 03.09.2022

Inauguration of Srusti Newsletter, Apr-Jun, 2022  by (L-R) Prof. U.K. Dash, 
Vice Principal, Prof. Rajnan Kumar Bal, Chief Mentor, Mr. Satyajit Senapati, 
Founder and CEO, Focused Minds Consulting and Technologies, Dr. Tanmay 
Panda, Professor, Business (Toronto, Canada) and Former Dean, BITS Pilani, 

Dubai, Dr. G.D. Mishra, Director (T & P), on 03.09.2022

Dr. Tanmay Panda, Professor, Business (Toronto, Canada) and Former Dean, 
BITS Pilani, Dubai and Mr. Satyajit Senapati, Founder and CEO, Focused Minds 

Consulting and Technologies on the dais during event of  “ Srusti@20: 
Celebrating Students’ Success” on 03.09.2022

Dr. Tanmay Panda, Professor, Business (Toronto, Canada) and Former Dean, 
BITS Pilani, Dubai receiving the Memento from Prof. U.K. Dash, Vice-Principal 

in the presence of Dr. G.D. Mishra, Director (T & P) during the event of  “ 
Srusti@20: Celebrating Students’ Success” on 03.09.2022

Invited Guest from Academia on the occasion of “ Srusti@20: Celebrating 
Students’ Success” on 03.09.2022 (L-R) Prof. Banamali Mohanty, Former 
Professor, Utkal University, Prof. P.K. Mohanty, Former Professor, Utkal 

University, Prof. S.C. Sahoo, Former Professor, Utkal University, Prof. S.R. 
Mohapatra, Dean-MBA, BPUT, Rourkela, Prof. S.K. Das, Former Register, 

Utkal University & Former Principal, Srusti Academy of Management.

Dr. Tanmay Panda, Professor, Business (Toronto, Canada) and Former Dean, 
BITS Pilani, Dubai during his keynote speech in the occasion of  “ Srusti@20: 

Celebrating Students’ Success” on 03.09.2022

Invited dignitaries and guests listening to the keynote speech of the resources 
persons during the programme “ Srusti@20: Celebrating Students’ Success”

on 03.09.2022

Hon’ble MLA (Former Minister) Sj. Prafulla Samal giving his valuable advice 
during the event of  “ Srusti@20: Celebrating Students’ Success” on 03.09.2022

Srusti@20 : Celebrating Students’ Success



Ms. Rosy Barick, Assistant Professor giving a presentation on the new 
course Universal Human Values (UHV) to the faculty members in the 

presence of honourable Chairman on 24.08. 2022

Prof. Ramakrishna Panigrahi of IMI, Bhubaneswar delivering his lecture 

during the workshop on “Application of case study methods in a classroom” 

on 25.08.2022- 26.08.2022

I-MBA Farewell meeting group photo on 02.09.2022 Teachers’ day celebration on 05.09.2022

Sri Ganesh Puja celebration in campus on 31.08.2022FDP on “Financial Capability Index” on 28.08.2022  Resource Person:- 
Prof.(Dr.) D.V. Ramana,Professor of Accounting, XIM University

Campus Moments

Principal, Dr. Devi Prasad Misra delivering his speech after hoisting the 
National Flag in the presence of Chairman, all teaching , non-teaching 

staffs and students on 15.08.2022

Prof. (Dr.) DV Raman, Professor of Accounting, Xavier Institute of Management (XIMB)
delivering his lecture during the FDP Program on

“Financial Capability Index” in online mode on 28.08.2022
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Principal's  Message

Inscribing the legacy since 2003, Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)
is one of the leading B-Schools in Odisha. The institute with its integrity, differentia,
teamwork and ingenious approach aims at the holistic development of budding
youths. The ebb and flow journey since its advent has made the institute harness
the power of human resources for imparting education. The Institute Accredited
as ”A” Grade Institute by National Assessment & Accreditation Council
(NAAC) since 2003, has been recently ranked 147th in India and 15th in eastern
India by the leading Magazine “The Week” in the B-School ranking 2021. We are
an institutional life member of the All India Management Association (AIMA),
Association of Indian Management School (AIMS) and members of professional
bodies like CMAI and NHRD for making the process of academics smooth and
hustle-free. Our institute on conferment of autonomy by Biju Patnaik University
of Technology (BPUT), Odisha, Rourkela on the recommendation of UGC is now
embracing an updated industry-endorsed syllabus with learning assertiveness
and focused training on soft skills, reasoning, quantitative aptitude and IT skill
etc. Our institute is unfailingly trying to make the learning process multi-
dimensional. With the current standing, the future intent of the institution will be
to furnish every student with a facilitative environment for achieving his/her career
goals with a strong vigour on personality development and offer all required
resources to gain quality education without compromising on quality and code of
ethics.
Positioning the development of India over the last 75 years and the future with the
tactics of Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous), we can see how the
teaching and academics at our institution are future-proof. Tracing the journey of
India in the last seven and half decades we can see the Indian development
powered by capitalism is directing to the formation of dystopian megacities that
only yield machines not humans and this is where the Universal Human values
course comes into play, where the students are taught respect, values and self-
contentment. India is advancing at a high speed in the tack of development and
so does our Institute, with its status of autonomy we are making the syllabus
looking at the requirement of the current growing economy of the country, which
enables the students to cope with the industry after the completion of their courses.

Prof. Debi Prasad Misra
Principal

Srusti Academy of Management
(Autonomous)



... from the desk of  the Editor

Mr. Rudra Prasad Behera
Asst. Professor, Communicative English

“We don’t read and write poetry because it’s cute. We read and write poetry because
we are members of the human race. And the human race is filled with passion.
And medicine, law, business, engineering, these are noble pursuits and necessary
to sustain life. But poetry, beauty, romance, love, these are what we stay alive
for.” 

With this quotation from famous movie Dead Poets Society, I would like to put
light on the need of literature in day to day life. As the members of the post-truth
era, life has become so much complicated for us. We strive for certainty; we
strive for a stable state of mind. Power controls all and we are left like the pawns
on a chess board of life. Many fight to just taste the divine escape, the escape
that literature creates. We strive for the rebellion to break free from the chain of
psychological slavery, slavery to our dreams, the slavery to achieve the so called
American Dream. Many die, some succeed to achieve and rare lose themselves
in the realm of literature, where we dwell without the bondage of rules by the
mortal, free from restriction and responsibility. We dwell in the Utopia, the kingdom
nowhere. Let’s live beyond the world of materials and taste the eternal happiness
of the world of imagination, the world that can break free any and every kind of
mundane slavery that the human race is going through. Let’s break free and
become the characters of the Incomplete Book.
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For many employees, the workplace is about
productivity and efficiency. For the businesses, it’s about
hitting goals and meeting client expectations. In order
to make all of this happen, however, it’s vital for both
employees and employers to keep spirituality top of
the mind. This is an element that affects how people
work, how they engage with others, and how they deal
with conflict and many other situations. Spirituality is
often a hot button issue in many workplaces. It’s like
discussing politics – you just don’t do it. However, when
it comes to productivity, research suggests that
spiri tual i ty is something that should be given
consideration.

For me spirituality means:

 Enhances quality of life and well-being.

 Provides a sense of meaning and purpose at work.

 Provides a sense of community and being
connected.

The concept of spiritually has different definitions in
different cultures. Some believe that the human nature
is spiritual. Spirituality can be considered as being
related to humanity, goodness, and collective values.
In another definition, it is defined as a series of
organizational values evident in the culture of that
organization which causes the development of
employees through work process and the creation of
the sense of belonging to others in a way that everyone
feels perfect and happy.

Islamic spirituality is a religion-based spirituality. The
sources for Islamic spirituality are Quran and the
sayings of Mohammad, the prophet. Islamic languages
have different terms for spirituality which contain various
meanings including the conscience, right, and universe

Connection between spirituality and workplace

of meaning, grace of God, concept of moral perfection,
beauty, life, and remembrance of God.

Spirituality is not the same as religiousness rather it is
a structure with the following nine dimensions, namely
supernatural, meaning and purpose in life, having health
in life, sanctity in life, not paying attention to material
values, altruism, awareness of tragedy, idealism, and
fruits of spirituality.

Spirituality is a driving force behind much of what we do
and why we do it. The purpose and meaning that it
gives to our life isn’t put on hold when we clock in at
work. Trying to shut it off or ignore its existence is to
cut our productivity off at the knees.

Spirituality in the workplace and the implications for
employees and organizations is that it leads to more
inclusion and diversity. In many workplaces, people
work with colleagues from all over the world. Even remote
workplaces have employees located in different
countries and regions. As a result, global spiritual values
are present in the workplace. In order to create a
welcoming environment, businesses need to focus on
making sure that employees show respect for others’
beliefs. Workplace stress and burnout is common in
many organizations. Employees may feel like they have
too many things to do, or they may feel underprepared
or undertrained for their tasks. In some cases,
employees may have stressful deadlines on projects
with many moving parts that are not in their control.
This kind of burnout can lead to high rates of employee
absenteeism and turnover. However, when employees
prioritize their spiritual side, they may be able to better
handle the stress that often comes with work.
Meditation, mindfulness and prayer can provide spiritual
employees with an outlet to deal with their workplace
frustrations. Finding peace through spirituality can teach
employees how to engage with difficult colleagues and
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customers, in addition to resolving conflicts or
negotiating tense situations. For employees who are
not spiritual or those who don’t want to practice
spirituality at work, there are other ways to manage
stress and burnout, such as exercise and open
communication. In present studies of organization and
management, it is stated that the concept of spirituality
and spiritual i ty at work can be a solution for
organizational malfunctions of staff such as alienation,
stress, extreme compromise, and depersonalization.

The linkage between work and spiritual lives create more
satisfaction in people of their work. As a result,
organizations with more creative and efficient employees
will have more innovations.

Spirituality plays a large role in many people’s life,
regardless of what form it comes in. It’s directly related
to how people feel in the workplace. Finding spirituality
can help some people feel happier and more engaged
at work, which leads to many benefits such as reduced
turnover and absenteeism. Realizing the benefits of
spirituality in the workplace will help employers and
employees alike perform better in their roles. However,
it’s also important for businesses to note that not all

employees value spirituality or want to practice it in the
workplace. Respecting this decision is also a good way
to increase happiness in the workplace. Having a sense
of spirituality can help employees find more meaning
in their work. For some employees, their job is just a
means to earn an income. For others, their job may
provide a sense of purpose and fulfillment. The
workplace can help to enhance the employee’s
spirituality and increase job satisfaction. If an employee
finds more meaning in their work, they will be more
motivated to excel at it. Many employees who are
spiritual are often at peace with themselves. Some who
struggle internally may have a more difficult time
concentrating on work, engaging with others and
handling stressful situations. Spirituality can enhance
performance by helping employees feel a sense of calm
and stability in their lives. When they deal with difficult
situations at work, they can lean on their spiritual side
to help them navigate it. However, it’s important to note
that not all spiritual people are able to find peace, and
not all non-spiritual people suffer from inner turmoil.
Spirituality is but one avenue to help employees find
fulfillment and satisfaction in their work.

Suprit Kumar Pattanayak
Manager Consulting

Cognizant Technology Solutions US Corporation

“A quiet conscience makes one strong!”

― Anne Frank
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Heard melodies are sweet but those unheard are
sweeter.

“Ode on a Grecian Urn”, John Keats

How many times have we repeated this immortal quote
in uncontainable wonder and awe? Before you get
overwhelmed by such an emotion once again, hang in
there. Heard melodies are sweet but those unheard
are sweeter (and oh, those that are not made are the
sweetest.) What makes it a romantic thought? Or is it
one at all? Actually, the question must have been when.
When does the unheard melody sound sweeter?

There could be no other poet as Keats, so young and
dead, who pervaded into the literary landscape with so
less a number of poems to his credit. It must suffice to
say that he was a poet f rom heart unlike the
revolutionary romantic poets fraught with the fever of
nationalism (say Wordsworth) and that was because
Keats’s personal life was frequently informed by
tragedies. As though losing his father during childhood
was not enough, he had to bear the agony of the deaths
of his mother and then his brother to the unrelenting
TB which would reap the poet’s own life at 25. In the

Keats  and the unheard melody

21st century, Consumption might have lost the spotlight
from the medical sector but two centuries back it was
a mysterious disease that brought slow death to
humanity. And the solution? Not much different from
the Covid-19’s isolation and discrimination.

In the maddening quadrangle of the sanatorium, as
loneliness mounts its pressure on his soul, the heard
melodies didn’t quite soothe out the pain of his loved
ones. All that his sensual ears heard felt like bee stings.
What can Keats do all by himself? He couldn’t make
music as that of the pipers in his grecian urn, he could
not fly out with the nightingale into the woods, least of
all, he could not have a proper conversation with a man.

Day after day, he looked more like a spectre – pale and
thin. Tuberculosis was eating his body. Keats was
nothing less than an insect courting earth in a spider’s
cobweb. Being so, the only viable alternative to unlocking
himself from himself was imagination. Some people call
it sheer insanity. How can it be so if it was this insanity
that gave hope to his life? So that’s when for Keats the
unheard melodies sounded sweeter. And now would you
call it romantic anymore?

Sneha Madhusoodhanan
Independent Research Scholar Munich

Germany

“The subconscious has the chain of command of our body,
mind and soul. No matter how hard you try it is gonna bring

you to your original self” – Rudra
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“For the last time I am warning both of you to maintain
silence” yelled the librarian

Julia and I got to know each other on that day only as
we both were holding the same book, To Kill a
Mockingbird by Harper Lee. I am sure none of us
was reading the book; I was there because I relished
the secrecy of the library. I sit near the self of ‘Fiction’
because those books pilot me to the world of fantasy.
The world outside of the library is unpolished and dry
and Julia believes the same way too.

Days passed and we used to talk inside the library
every day, hiding from the stern librarian and of course
without interrupting the silence of the room. Though we
both love to read a lot when we meet we pause our
reading and start chatting about something else. It feels
good. And this exchange in talks and silent laughter
are the things that make the inside of the library
exuberant. She dresses black every day, if not the same
black but she tries different shades of black.

“Black is the unmarried queen of colours,” she says
and I thought she wears black because she loves the
game of Thrones very much and Daenerys was the
unmarried queen of seven kingdoms.

Within a few days we originated a bond between us,
she was a regular visitor of the library and that made
me one too. I never asked her about her personal life
and neither did she. The library was our world and we
were the only active alive being inside the small world,
the books were the doors that lead us to joy, horror
and fantasy. Months passed and our bond grew stronger
and also grew our art of talking without being noticed,
especially by the rude librarian and who was an anti-
hero of the small world.

It was that one day, she was late, I waited almost an
hour for her and when I was checking out of the library

Julia

she came in, looked at me, her eyes were red and I
understood that she was crying. I checked in again
and followed her to our seat in the corner. She said
nothing, not even a word, I put my hand on her, and
she still said nothing. We spent the whole day inside
the library without even talking a single word. That was
the day when I felt how painful the silence, for which I
abandoned the crowded world can be.

“It’s time, we are closing now” reminded the librarian
in a very low voice. Maybe he could see her gloomy
and dead face too.

We left the library holding our hands for the first time.
We walked on the road for the first time together. After
walking a good amount of distance, I felt the grip of
her hand tighter, she looked very scared, and the tears
that she was holding inside the library are now rolling
down.

“Tell me what is the matter, Julia,” I asked but she
remained silent

“This is not the library, there is no rude librarian here”
I continued but she remained silent.

After walking for another hundred meters I saw a car
crash, the blood was still warm and the stains were,
the police and some people were gathered around the
spot, I looked at Julia she was scared so I took her to
my apartment as it was closer to the library. I offered
her a cup of noodle and without even uttering a word,
she hugged me tight and slept on the sofa placing her
head on my lap.

The next morning when I woke up, she was gone. I
looked for her everywhere but couldn’t find her. I called
her but it was unreachable. I concluded that she might
have headed home. As usual, I finished my work and
headed to the library. During checking in to the library
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Rudra Prasad Behera
Asst. Professor - English

Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)

I saw the newspaper of the day, with a picture of Julia,
covered in blood and death. It was the car crash. I still
couldn’t believe how it felt at that time, I couldn’t cry. I
was confused.

“Didn’t you see the girl with me while I checked out of
the library yesterday?” I asked insanely the librarian

“No you left alone” he replied

I couldn’t understand what was happening. Maybe
everyone was insane, maybe no one was telling the
truth. I believed no one and entered the library, looked
at the table, where we sit every day.  Julia was sitting
there and today she was smiling.

Months passed, Julia was staying with me all the time,
without even saying a word. The librarian noticed me
every day. He thought I was mad and so do all the
other people in the library. I didn’t miss a single day in
the library as it was the only place where Julia felt happy;
she was saying anything but I could see the smile on
her face sitting in her favourite corner. After some days
my parents came to stay with me, they thought that I
was not well. I told them about Julia, they started crying.
I don’t understand why everyone was behaving like this,
maybe I was wrong.

“Get ready, we have an appointment with the
psychiatrist” my mother asked me “Okay” I agreed

without hesitation. Because somewhere now I was also
doubting the existence of Julia.

The appointment didn’t go well. The doctor tried his
best to make me agree to the fact that Julia was not
real. But how can I agree that someone is dead, when
all the time she is with me. I was dying to talk to her; I
was missing our whispers in the library.

“Please talk to me” I shouted at Julia “tell me that you
are real”

The librarian came and this time he asked me to leave
the library. I left and so did Julia. We sat on the roadside
chair. It was getting unbearable for me. Maybe they all
are right, maybe she is dead and maybe the line
between life and death that kept Julia silent. I walked
on to the road, Julia was sitting on the chair. As I walked,
the distance increased and so did the darkness and
Julia vanished.

That was the time when I realized “It’s all in my head”.
With a heavy heart and strong determination I came
home, acted normal and went inside my room to do
something to make me occupied.

Suddenly my phone beeped and it said “Hey. This is
Julia”.

“A thing is not necessarily true because a man dies for it.”
― Oscar Wilde
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The jinn is generally considered an evil spirit in Muslim
Culture. They are generally considered as fire.
Throughout history, man has always had a deep
attraction for the supernatural and the unseen.  The
existence of a world parallel to our own has always
fascinated people.  This world is commonly referred to
as the spirit world, and almost every set of people have
some concept of one.  For some people, these spirits
are no more then the souls of dead people- or ghosts. 
With others, spirits are either the forces of good or the
forces of evil - both battling against one another to gain
influence over humanity.  However, both of these
explanations are more in tune with folk tales and
fantasy.  The true explanation of such a world comes
from Islam.  Like every other way, Islam also claims to
explain this realm of the unseen. 

My grandfather was working in Rourkela Steel Plant.
During summer he had been to his village. One night
he returned from the theatre with his friend. His friend
told him to take some mutton from his home as they
were preparing mutton. So he took mutton with him.
Though it was too late so he wanted to reach home as
quickly as possible. During that, there was no two-
wheeler with him. He was on a bicycle. He decided to
go through the forest. Due to being too late, he was
running his cycle with speed. Now the story began.After
a while, he saw someone is sitting under the tree. When
he became nearer to the tree he found a young lady
around 20 years old was sitting under the tree carrying
a baby and crying. In curiosity, he asked her for any
help. But she just nodded her head. She sat behind his
cycle and my grandfather moved towards his house.
When he reached home and knocked on his door his
parents opened the door. They asked him about that
lady. My grandfather told them everything. But his father
found some mystery or something unnatural. But at

The curse of jinn

that time that lady opened her mouth and told for help
to bury his dead son. Till that time nobody knew about
her dead son. After discussion, they gave her a room
to stay for that night, and the next morning, they will
help her to bury her son. Mostly during the nighttime,
funeral ceremonynever held.

So all left and went to sleep. At midnight my grandfather
heard some sounds. So he woke up and found that
that sound is coming from where the lady is staying.
So he went and opened the door. Suddenly he shouted
when he saw the scene in the room.   All the other
members woke up and when they saw all are afraid off.
The lady was loaded with blood and eating the raw flesh
of her baby. The father of my grandfather understood
that the lady was possessed by one evil spirit.
Meantime most of the villagers were gathered thereafter
hearing the noise. One among them was a priest who
said it is true thatthat lady is possessed by a spirit and
he only can control her for 3 hours. And also suggested,
near the village one priest is staying and he worships
Lord Kali. He can control him. After hearing my younger
grandfather ran to him. Meantime the lady was under
control with the holyGanga water. My younger
grandfather narrated everything and brought him to his
home. After seeing that lady he told three jinnis have
possessed that lady. He asked my grandfather did he
bring some mutton with him. My grandfather said yes
and brought that from the kitchen. And surprisinglyfound
that he had brought around 1.5kg of mutton and only a
few left. So the priest elaborated that that lady came
with him to eat that mutton and sat behind him and ate
those. The priest did all the rituals and asked who are
they and what they want? Jinni told them they were
staying in that forest. In the evening that lady with her
baby passed through that forest. They showed interest
in her. So they possessed her. When they smelt the
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smell of mutton from my grandfather they came with
him. On that night they had planned to kill all the family
members. After hearing that the priest captured all of
them in a glass jar and those jinnissoughtedthey won’t
ever leavehim, he would die within a year and that lady
fell down senselessly. When she woke up she cried for
her child. My grandfather’s mother explained everything.
She cried a lot and with the help of villagers the funeral
ceremony of that child had completed. That lady told
she was alone. Her husband had died. She was working
as a maid. Her world was her child. After hearing this
my grandfather’s parents kept her as their daughter.

But within six months of time the priest who had captured
those jinns died. Every body says those jinns killed
him. Nobody knows the reason. Nobody knows about
his family.

That woman was staying in with my grandfather’s family
as a family member. Now she is no more. Most of the
eyewitnesses have died but my grandfather says he
can never forget that night.

Rosy Barik
Asst. Professor - HR

Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)

“The one person who will never leave us, whom we will never
lose, is ourself. Learning to love our female selves is where our

search for love must begin.” — Bell Hooks
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Gender differences in emotional experience

Emotion is defined as a subjective feeling state which
can influence perception, thinking and behavior; usually
accompanied by facial and bodily expressions; often
has arousing and motivational properties. Indeed, most
of the affairs of everyday life are tinged with feelings
and emotions. Joy and sorrow, excitement and
disappointment, love and fear, attraction and repulsion,
hope and dismay – all these and many more are feelings
we often experience in course of a day. Life would be
dreary without such feelings. They add color and spice
to living ; they are the sauce which adds pleasure and
excitement to our lives.

Happiness is a combination of positive emotional states
including contentment, satisfaction, pleasure and joy.
But the question is, who is happier – men or women?
The overall answer seems to be neither. Large –scale
surveys find that women and men report approximately
the same level of happiness (e.g., Inglehart, 1990). Yet
there are significant differences in the emotional lives
of men and women, as affirmed by everyday experience
and the research to be reviewed next.

Negative Emotions: Women are much more likely to
experience negative emotions and internalizing
disorders such as depression and anxiety than men (
Kessler et al., 1994; Nolen-Hoeksema, & Rusting,
1999). Internalizing disorders involve intense negative
emotions. Research reviewed by Nolen-Hoeksema and
Rusting (1999) also shows that gender differences in
depression and anxiety disorders appear early in life.
Among girls, mood disorders typically appear between
the ages 11 and 15. No such early developmental onset
is found for boys.

Several reviews (Brody & Hall, 1993, Feingold, 1994)
concluded that women report experiencing more
sadness, fear, anxiety, shame and guilt than men.
Women not only experience, but also express these

negative emotions more than men. For example, Nolen-
Hoeksema and Rusting (1999) review studies showing
that women express more sadness and fear when
presented with negative emotional material.

In contrast to internalizing disorders, externalizing
disorders and behaviors involve the acting out of
emotions. These emotions are directed toward objects,
situations, and people. Clinical studies consistently find
that men have significantly higher rates of externalizing
disorders than women ( Nolen-Hoeksema & Rusting,
1999). These disorders include drug abuse, antisocial
personality disorder, and problems associated with
uncontrolled anger and aggression.

Within non-clinical populations, studies of gender
differences in externalizing emotions and behaviors have
focused primarily on anger and aggression. Differences
in physical aggression are the clearest and most
universal. Everywhere in the world it seems males are
more physically aggressive than females. A recent Meta
– analysis of studies conducted in 20 countries found
that men showed consistently higher levels of physical
aggression (Archer, 2005). Parallel to the early
emergence of mood disorders in girls, boys’ tendencies
toward aggressive behavior also emerge early, becoming
evident as early as preschool. However, this seemingly
obvious general conclusion needs to be tempered by
studies showing that circumstances and social norms
may affect when and how each gender expresses anger
and aggression. For example. Bettencourt and Miller
(1996) found men to be more aggressive in unprovoked
or neutral conditions, but men and women were equally
aggressive when provoked. That is, when individuals
feel frustrated, insulted, or threatened, gender
differences are diminished. In more neutral everyday
situations, men are quicker to aggress because they
are more likely to “see” provocation in ambiguous
situations.
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Another complication involves the type of aggression
measured by researchers. Men may engage in more
physical aggression, but studies reviewed by Geen
(1998) and more recently by Archer and Coyne (2005)
show that women use more verbal and relational
aggression. Relational aggression means harming
another individual’s relationships and status with their
peers. This might involve spreading damaging negative
information about the person. Finally, most research
reviews (e. g., Geen,1998; Nolen-Hoeksema & Rusting,
1999) note that social norms and expectations may
Play an important role in the mixed findings concerning
gender, anger, and aggression. Women have been found
to be more conflicted than men about the expression
of physical aggression, and women are less aggressive
when they may cause harm to another person, feel
guilty about what they have done or fear retaliation.
Men and women appear to have different beliefs and
are influenced by different social norms that determine
the specific circumstances that evoke anger and
influence the expression of aggression (Eagly & Steffen,
1986)

Positive Moods and Behaviours: Self-report studies
of positive moods such as happiness, joy, and love also
reveal somewhat inconsistent gender patterns. A
number of researchers have found that women report

experiencing more happiness and more intense positive
emotions than men ( e.g., Dinner et al., 1985;Fujita et
al., 1991), while several others have found no
differences, and somewhat more happiness among men
than women (e. g., Haring et al., 1984). One consistent
finding is that women express more positive emotions
than men (Nolen-Hoeksema & Rusting,1999). More
women than men report expressing joy, happiness, and
love to others. Observational studies of women‘s
nonverbal behavior affirm the greater expressiveness of
women. For example, hundreds of studies show that
women smile more frequently than men (Le France,
Hecht & Paluck,2003). Studies of smiling in magazine
and Newspaper photos, together with observations of
smiling among people in shopping malls and parks,
and on city streets all show that women smile more
than men (Halberstadt & saitta, 1987). Women also
appear more skillful than men at “reading” nonverbal
cues and correctly assessing the emotional states of
others (Hall, 1984).

Conclusions: Despite complications and controversies
about the exact nature of gender differences, it seems
clear that on average men and women have rather
different emotional lives. Yet, as previously noted,
research also shows that the overall level of happiness
among men and women is essentially the same.

Dr. Banamali Mohanty, D.Litt.
 Retired Professor of Psychology

Utkal University, Bhubaneswar

The only thing that you have to know is the location of the
library – Albert Einstein
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Knowledge management in libraries and information
centres

Knowledge has become an indispensable matter for
human beings as well as institutional survival.
Knowledge management is of having imperative
importance for the Libraries and information centres as
they are cal led as the knowledge-intensive
organizations. In this context, Knowledge management
in libraries and information centres for keeping its own
place among their competitors concern a lot in the
global market. Knowledge Management comparing to
the traditional pattern of library services has become
smoother in the present IT era. The intellectual assets
are examined by the digital centres and influence the
organisation for the proper knowledge management
(http: //www. white-clouds. com/ iclc/cliej/ cl19lee. htm).
The accessible concepts in the library are data,
information, knowledge, and wisdom. The praiseworthy
household tasks of the library and information centres
are to provide right things to the right users at the right
time. The forms of data available in the library and
information centres may be in the dappled but
information available is in the selected, organised, and
analysed manner. But knowledge is up to the capability
of the users through which the problem might be solved
rewarding a new type of knowledge. Davenport and et
al. (1998) in their statement said that creating knowledge
management environment and its repository, enhancing
knowledge accessibility, and transfer of knowledge are
the recognising assets and values to the knowledge
management processes. In library context, the duties
and responsibilities of the library professionals are to
maximise library services through inter library loans for
revamping the resources for users’ community (http://
eduscapes.com/collection/12.htm). It gets easier for
library professionals through the help of computer
applications, telecommunication facilities, internet
facilities, and digital technologies. The role of the Online
Computer Library System and Ohio Library Information
Network are the best examples catering to the aforesaid
purposes on knowledge management systems. In
Indian Context, Library and information science
institutions and documentation centers like, ADINET,

CALIBNET, DRTC, DELNET, DESIDOC, ERNET,
INFLIBNET, INSDOC, MANLIBNET, NASSDOC,
NISCAIR, NCSI, and SAARC play their significant roles
supporting the dissemination of knowledge for the users’
community in effective ways.

Last, but not the least, knowledge management is
considered as important for organisation eyeing to the
other competitors. It adds value to products and provides
the greatest satisfaction to the library clients in this
present communication era. Strong leadership and idea
based top administration win over the wanting of the
library clients. All library professionals should have more
enabler and facilitator mobilising to the present
resources for better knowledge management. Time has
come to reposition the library and create the ambience
for reading, extracting knowledge, and utilise this
knowledge in research and development, teaching and
learning process, and class note preparations from this
knowledge hub. Librarians should have sufficient in IT
knowledge for Library knowledge management
processes. In this way, Knowledge management will
help operational efficiency of the organisation and later
to the needs of the library clienteles in general.
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Leadership qualities should strive for 2022

Having a growth mindset and committing to execution
are qualities of a great leader.

1. Focus

There is a common denominator every small business
owner has in common. It’s the livelihood of the business.
Owners take what started as a glimmer of an idea and
turn it into a solution that helps address everyday
problems. Once you’re off to the races, the business
must keep going because it’s doing more than bringing
your dreams to life. Customers depend on this company
for products and services that meet their needs and
employees need the business to thrive for steady pay
and career fulfillment purposes.

Keep your focus now and into the next year. Pay
attention to existing goals and commit to execution.
Not sure what goals you have yet to reach? Take a
moment to revisit your business plan and  review
accordingly. 

2. Communication

Being in it for the long haul translates to more than the
pandemic. The next normal will forever reshape the
traditional workforce due to hybrid and remote work. 

The long haul also touches on issues beyond our control.
Natural disasters, for example, will continue to be
ongoing throughout our lifetimes. Big and small
businesses must have, or start creating, climate change
contingency plans in the workplace. 

It is better for leaders to communicate more information
with their team members, and often, in certain and
uncertain times alike. Share with your team what your
expectations and plans are and communicate
actionable strategies. 

Leaders shouldn’t do all the talking, either. Encourage
feedback and engagement across the team. Be open-
minded and thoughtful to this type of feedback.
Recognize practical opportunities and remain positive

to further engage with and be responsive to team
members.

3. Kindness

The last almost two years have redefined what it means
to walk in your colleague’s shoes. We listen to what
each person needs and try to look at the world through
their experiences.  

Kindness allows leaders to lead with an open heart and
mind. Leaders are better able to recognize the value of
each team member. Kindness is an ongoing practice,
too. The more leaders actively practice kindness, the
more others will take notice and be inspired to adopt
similar behavior.

4. Grit

The greatest aspect of grit is that it is applicable to
every aspect of life. When we referenced grit last year,
we observed that having grit allows you to develop a
growth mindset. Leaders that struggle are also growing
as they work through v arious si tuations and
circumstances. Gradually, they are developing mental
toughness and courage. This grit begins to show
through a leader’s personality. They will try again and
do something better than before. They will keep going
even though the task at hand is difficult to achieve. They
will continue to hold their heads high, do their best,
and be their best. 

Not everything in life goes exactly the way we think it
will. But the good news is all is not lost when we are
not coasting along. The key to success in life is how
you react when things don’t go your way. Sometimes
bumps in the road are disguised as gains. If we stay
focused, communicate with one another, treat one
another with kindness, and maintain the grit necessary
to keep moving forward, we will create new boundaries
and explore new goals because of it.

Dr. Himansu Bhusan Gochhayat
Asst. Professor,

DRIEMS MBA
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Leaders are not born, they are made. Yes, it is true
and rightly said by Vince Lombardi as leaders are
self-made persons. The society, environment and people
around us make someone a leader. The character of a
leader is shaped by all these factors and gradually the
transformation takes place. Leadership may be
understood as a status, position or power held by a
person in a group through which the leader influences
the team members and guides them to achieve the
desired goals and objectives.

Leadership is a vital management quality which helps
to mobilize an organization’s human resources for
improved efficacy and achievement of goals. Leadership
provides clarity of purpose, helps the organization to
realize its vision and mission. True leaders lead the
team efficiently to reach greater heights of success. A
leader inspires trust and confidence in other members
of the group. Leadership is the ability to take control of
a situation through various confl ict resolution
techniques. A leader brings change and makes a
difference in others’ lives as well as in organization.
For example, the Chairperson or CEO of a company,
Dean or Principal of an academic institution makes a
difference in the organization through their dynamic
leadership, activism and visionary skills.

The animal world is not an exception also. The qualities
of lions show strength, courage, and decisiveness which
make it the leader of the jungle. Prides of lions is one
of the best examples of teamwork. The lion builds its
own strategy before killing its prey. Similarly, Managers
should act strategically in an organization and take full
advantage of opportunities. He should analyze the
market gaps and take appropriate strategy to beat
competitors. Similarly, patience and endurance are

Leadership and team building in a management perspective

main attributes of an elephant. Patience helps a leader
to act responsibly and sensibly in critical situations.

Leadership is also very well connected to team building
skills. Animals, working together in nature are involved
in various activities such as protecting members,
securing territories, hunting and migrating. For example,
ants, honey bees, beavers, and buffaloes. Rivaling these
animals can help in improving teambuilding skills and
build cooperation in the workplace.

Cape buffaloes live in large groups, own the group and
fight unitedly against the predators. If one buffalo is
injured, others surround and protect it which shows
empathy and belongingness. These qualities of a
manager in an organization enhances trust, team spirit
and fellow feeling. The approach of the leader or Manager
is to maintain unity and harmony in work.As a result,
he can influence the team mates to work in the desired
direction. Further, if the members have shared vision,
they can achieve the organization goal more quickly.

One of the best examples of team work is seen among
ants which live in colonies. Ants collect food and
construct mounds in summer and prepare for rain and
winter. During the rain and cold season ants feed on
the food stored and hibernate. The Managers must learn
the planning and organizing skills of the ants which
help them to face risks and uncertainties. Throughout
their life ants protect their queen and the colony which
shows their commitment and devotion. In an
organization also, if employees are committed, they
would always strive for the betterment of the organization
and contribute wholeheartedly for overall growth and
development of the organization.

The secret to success is good leadership, and good
leadership is all about making the lives of team members
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better and healthier. Someone is called a true leader if
his actions inspire others to dream more, learn more
and do more. More over leaders don’t create followers
rather create more leaders (Tom Peters).

Leadership evolves from influence of the society, not
from power or authoritarianism. Leadership is
detrimental when individual power is used to command
and control others. A leader is made by the society.
The leaders’ qualities and behaviors become benchmark
in the hands of people who recognize his true potential
and consider him as the role model for the entire society.
A leader catalyzes the change processes and brings

transformation in the society. Good leaders always fight
for social justice, empowerment and equality.

 Anyone can develop leadership quality through
empathetic and positive attitude, discipline, hard work,
determination, problem solving skills and experience.
A good leader is always respected and followed by
others. A leader must be generous, polite, honest, and
down to earth. According to Bill Gates. “As we look
into the next century, leaders will be those who empower
others”

Dr. Kabita Kumari Dash
Asst. Professor - English

Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)

“Don’t be satisfied with stories, how things have gone
with others. Unfold your own myth.” ― Rumi
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Selling is a process of transferring a product / service /
idea to an end user or middleman. Effective selling takes
place when the seller sells to the end user to his utmost
satisfaction, thereby making a profit. Selling takes place
between the seller and the buyer.

There are 5Ks of effective personal selling, viz:

1. Knowledge of Thyself

2. Knowledge of the Organization
3. Knowledge of the Competitors
4. Knowledge of the Product / Service
5. Knowledge of the prospect willing to buy
Let us briefly discuss each one of the Ks
1. Knowledge of thyself

This is the first K in effective selling. Thyself is one’s
own personali ty. One’s personali ty should be
presentable and acceptable to the audience. It is said,
sell yourself first, and then sell the product or service
or even an institution. It is all about personality
development. Now selling does not require a place.
Online or digital selling has come up nicely where there
is no personal meeting between the parties. Both the
parties are invisible remaining thousands kilometres
away from each other. Hence, your communication
skills, negotiation skill, capacity to meet the objections
of the buyer are important. Developing self-confidence
is very important. Rendering good after sale service is
important. Courtesy plays a role.

2. Knowledge of organization

Knowledge of the firm whose product / service is sold
is equally important. One should know the structure of
management, the senior executives starting from the
Chairman, Managing Director, CEO, General Manager
and the Departmental Heads. One can learn a lot from
these top level people of the organization. While selling
one can refer to one/two of these people to create
confidence in the mind of the buyer. The popularity of

5ks of effective personal selling

the product/service as well as the organization can be
known from these people.

3. Knowledge of competitors

Besides knowledge of your own product/service one
should know the competitors and their product/service.
Also for effective selling their selling strategies and
tactics should be collected and a comparison with
yours, one should try to improve one’s selling skill. One
should be able to nullify the selling points of the
competitor’s product/service while comparing with your
product/service. Knowledge of competitors and their
products/services will make you more confident and
effective.

4. Knowledge of one’s product/service

This is very vital for successful selling. One should know
the manufacturing process, materials used, their
sources, etc., characteristics of product or service.
Comparative study with competitor’s product/service
should be made. One should be able to establish
superiority of the product/service being handled. The
salesman should be effective in establishing superiority
of his product both in quality and price.

5. Knowledge of the prospect

Last but not the least, knowledge of the prospect or
potential buyer is equally important for effective selling.
His standard of living, life style, and income, personality,
residence (rural or urban) are important to know. A
salesman should be able to diagnose these so that he
can successfully convert him (prospect) into an ultimate
buyer/ life time customer.

Prof. S. C. Sahoo
Professor Emeritus, Srusti Academy of

Management (Autonomous)
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Options are tradable contracts that investors use to
speculate about whether an asset’s price will be higher
or lower at a certain date in the future, without any
requirement to actually buy the asset in question.Nifty
50 options, for example, allow traders to speculate as
to the future direction of this benchmark stock index,
which is commonly understood as a stand-in for the
entire Indian stock market.At first glance, options seem
a little counterintuitive, but they’re not as complicated
as they appear. To understand options, you just need
to know a few key terms:

Derivative: Options are what’s known as a derivative,
meaning that they derive their value from another asset.
Take stock options, where the price of a given stock
dictates the value of the option contract.

Call option and put option:A call option gives you
the opportunity to buy a security at a predetermined
price by a specified date while a put option allows you
to sell a security at a future date and price.

Strike price and expiration date: That predetermined
price mentioned above is what’s known as a strike
price. Traders have until an option contract’s expiration
date to exercise the option at its strike price.

Premium: The price to purchase an option is called a
premium, and it’s calculated based on the underlying
security’s price and values.

Intrinsic value and extrinsic value: Intrinsic value is
the difference between an option contract’s strike price
and current price of the underlying asset. Extrinsic value
represents other factors outside of those considered in
intrinsic value that affect the premium, like how long
the option is good for.

In-the-money and out-of-the-money: Depending on
the underlying security’s price and the time remaining

Pros and cons of option trading

until expiration, an option is said to be in-the-money
(profitable) or out-of-the-money (unprofitable).

How Options Trading Works

You can deploy a range of options trading strategies,
from a straightforward approach to intricate, complicated
trades. But broadly speaking, trading call options is
how you wager on rising prices while trading put options
is a way to bet on falling prices.

Options contracts give investors the right to buy or sell
a minimum of 100 shares of stock or other assets.
However, there’s no obligation to exercise options in
the event a trade isn’t profitable. Deciding not to exercise
options means the only money an investor stands to
lose is the premium paid for the contracts. As a result,
options trading can be a relatively low-cost way to
speculate on a whole range of asset classes.With call
and put options, you need the underlying asset’s price
to rise or fall to break even, which is a rupee amount
equal to the premium paid plus the strike price. Here’s
how you earn a profit:

Call options: Once the underlying asset’s price has
exceeded the break-even price, you can sell the call
optioncalled closing your positionand earn the
difference between the premium you paid and the current
premium. Alternatively, you can exercise the option to
buy the underlying asset at the agreed-upon strike price.

Put options: Once the asset’s price has fallen below
the break-even level, you can sell the options
contractclosing your positionand collect the difference
between the premium you paid and the current premium.
Alternatively, you can exercise the option to sell the
underlying asset at the agreed-upon strike price.

If the asset’s price moves in the opposite direction than
desired for either a call or put option, you simply let the
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contract expireand your losses are equal to the amount
you paid for the option. Options trading strategies can
become very complicated when advanced traders pair
two or more calls or puts with different strike prices or
expiration dates.

Pros of Options Trading

Options trading combines specificity with flexibility.
Traders need to choose a specific strike price and
expiration date, which locks in the price they believe
an asset is headed toward over a certain timeframe.
However, they also have the flexibility to see how things
work out during that timeand if they’re wrong, they’re
not obligated to actually execute a trade.

Because options contracts have an expiration date,
which can range from a few days to several months,
options trading strategies appeal to traders who want
to limit their exposure to a given asset for a shorter
period of time. Options traders need to actively monitor
the price of the underlying asset to determine if they’re
in-the-money or want to exercise the option.

Options trading is also attractive as a hedging tool. For
example, if you own shares of a company, you could
buy put options to mitigate potential losses in the event
the stock’s price goes down. This is one reason that
options for broad market benchmarks, like the Nifty  50,
are commonly used as a hedge for potential declines in
the market in the short term.

As a result, options trading can be a cost-efficient way
to make a speculative bet with less risk while offering
the potential for high returns and a more strategic
approach to investing.

Cons of Options Trading

Options trading doesn’t make sense for
everyoneespecially people who prefer a hands-off
investing approach. There are essentially three
decisions you must make with options trading (direction,
price and time), which adds more complexity to the
investing process than some people prefer.

Unlike trading stocks, there’s also an additional hurdle
for options trading: The Securities and Exchange Board
of India (SEBI) requires that brokers approve customer
accounts for options trading only after you fill out an
options trading agreement. This is used to assess your
understanding of options trading and its associated
risks.

To make money from options trading, you’ll need to set
price alerts and keep a close eye on the market to see
when your trade becomes profitable. And you’ll need to
be mindful of the risks and trading fees that can add up
with various options strategies. While many brokers
have eliminated fees for trading stocks or exchange-
traded funds (ETFs), these still exist for options.

Commissions may range from a flat rate to a per-contract
fee based on the amount you tradeboth when you buy
or sell options. As a result, options traders must take
into account these fees when considering the profitability
of an options strategy.

Finally, because options trades are inherently shorter
term in nature, you’re likely to trigger short-term capital
gains. Any investment that you’ve held for less than a
year is taxed in India as ordinary income (up to 15%,
depending on your RBI income tax bracket) versus a
lower, long-term capital gains rate for investments you’ve
owned for more than a year.

Dr. Biswojit Swain
 Director & Associate Professor

Institute of Business Management, Bhubaneswar
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Around the world, warning signs of a recession are
flashing.

Wall Street is on edge. Central banks are hiking interest
rates to try to rein in inflation. And geopolitical upheaval
is exacerbating supply chain headaches that began in
2020.

History is any indication, the recent run-up in inflation
suggests we’re due for a contraction. With one
exception, every US recession since World War II has
been preceded by broadly soaring prices, according to
the Congressional Research Service.

So, what exactly is a recession, and how much do you
need to worry about it? Let’s unpack it.

What is a recession?

A recession is a prolonged period of economic decline,
beginning when the economy peaks and ending when
it bottoms out.

Recessions are typically marked by an economy
shrinking in back-to-back quarters, measured by gross
domestic product. But there are exceptions to that rule,
including the brief and exceedingly steep recession the
United States entered during the early months of the
pandemic. And that technical designation doesn’t mean
much to anyone who’s not an economist (or a politician
— someone who is equally if not more interested in
avoiding the “R” word than anyone on Wall Street).

The reality of a recession feels is broadly economically
gloomy — think rising unemployment, a stock market
in decline, and stagnating or shrinking wages. People
often rein in spending as gloom sets in, giv ing
recessions a psychological component that can be hard
to shake.

A recession may be around the corner. don’t panic

For example: Technically, the Great Recession that
began in 2007 lasted just 18 months, but the impact of
the crisis weighed on consumers far longer.

Economists call this lingering effect, especially in the
labor market, “hysteresis.” The 2020 recession itself
was brief, but its mass layoffs and furloughs, along with
a rapid shift to working from home, shattered previous
assumptions about the value and meaning of work.
Around the world, workers’ dissatisfaction with their
employers has stirred a movement to seek something
better, a phenomenon known as the “Great Resignation.”

What causes a recession?

You could spend a career in economics researching
and debating this very question. But let’s focus on the
most pressing risk right now: The Federal Reserve’s
fight against inflation.

One of the quirks of the modern capitalist system we
live in is that when the economy is going too strong,
officials have to deliberately hurt it to keep it from going
completely off the rails. That’s precisely what the
Federal Reserve is trying to do right now.

On Wednesday, the Fed raised its key interest rate a
half-percentage point, its most aggressive rate hike in
22 years. Interest rates are the Fed’s primary tool to
control inflation, which is currently hovering at 8.5% —
the highest it’s been since the early 1980s.

But predicting economic expansions and recessions
is notoriously difficult, and the Fed has been historically
miserable at it. Late to the “economy is too hot” party,
the Fed’s job to tame it has become extremely delicate.
The bank has to raise interest rates just enough to take
the heat off surging prices. Overdo it, and demand could
crater, resulting in a recession. Do too little, and prices
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may keep going up, which would also lead to a
recession.

The ideal outcome is known as a “soft landing,” in which
consumer prices come down and economic growth
carries on at a steady clip.

How should you prepare?

First, don’t panic: Even if a recession is inevitable,
there’s no telling how severe it will be. But it never hurts
to plan for the worst. Here are a few ways financial
advisers say you can insulate your finances from a
downturn.

Lock in a new job now: With ultra-low unemployment
and plenty of openings, it’s a job seeker’s market. That
could change quickly in a recession.

Cash in on the housing boom: If you’ve been on the
fence about selling your home, now may be the time to
list. Home prices in the United States are up nearly
20% year over year, but mortgage rates are also rising,
which will eventually curb demand.

Set some cash aside: It’s always a good idea to have
liquid assets — cash, money market funds, etc — to
cover urgent needs or unexpected emergencies.

Finally, some sage advice for any market: Don’t let your
emotions get the better of you. “Stay invested, stay
disciplined,” says certified financial planner Mari Adam.
“History shows that what people — or even experts —
think about the market is usually wrong. The best way
to meet your long-term goals is just stay invested and
stick to your allocation,”

CMA, Prabhat Ku Sahoo
Assistant Professor

Sai International College of Commerce,
Bhubaneswar

“Sleep is good but books are better”
– George RR Martin
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Since the last two decades rapidly shifted the paradigm
of the library from print services to digital services. This
digital phenomenon of librarians developed a new
concept of the library as “Library without walls”.
Librarians have a long history of adopting ICT to
enhance the library services. In the digital environment,
the role and responsibilities of the librarians have
increased in terms of subscribing and managing of e-
information resources and services, electronic
publishing, advising users about the effective strategy
to identify relevant e-sources etc.

Most librarians are involved in the digital activities:
subscribing e-books/e-journals, scanning of old print
materials, software/hardware management, content
selection, web page design, marketing/publicity of
library products, outreach, usability analysing,
technical troubleshooting, e-publishing, feedback
analysis and committee coordination. Today, library
professionals are actively involved creating digital
collections and services, virtual reference service;
research support services make it easier to 24/7
discovery and open access of information anytime and
anywhere to fulfill the user expectations.Role of librarians
in the digital era as Negotiator, Navigator, Facilitator,
Educator, Entrepreneur (Marketing Library Services) and
Information fil ter etc. The changing roles and
responsibilities of digital librarianship in libraries are
following:

 Collection Developer and Manager: In almost
l ibraries, Librarians perform the primary
responsibilities of collection development in both
formats (Print and Digital) to provide the balanced
collection to l ibrary users. In the digital
environment, collection development has evolved
to include selection for what should be digitized
and how it should be presented online to open

Librarianship in digital transformation:
technology, transparency and the time bound services

access by the users. Acquisition process includes
ordering of reading materials and receiving of
ordered materials, but currently, librarians deal
more and more with born-digital information
resources to provide the 24/7 open access to
users within the campus and off campus.

 Institutional Repository (IR) Manager :
Librarians play a key role in providing qualitative
higher education system. In present scenario s
information, world production of information is
increasing day by day rapidly. In almost higher
educational institutions/universities, librarians
setup and development an institutional repository
in their institution An increase in the advanced
knowledge and use of ICTs, libraries should
improve their research and academic system;
Institutional Repository is one of the important
parts. For setup and developing institutional
repositories, library professions require the sound
knowledge, skills and abilities of ICTs. To
managing the IR in open access environment,
Librarians have to play vital role as an IR manager.

 Digital Library Administrator: In the digital era,
library professions/digital librarians setup and
develop the digital library using technical
implementation, installation and customization of
digital library open source software, creating
metadata, creates usage reports and preserving
digital information. Digital librarian manages the
digital content policies, advocacy/licences related
to IPR issues, user training for academic and
research communities.

 Content Manager: Librarians and library
professionals act as content managers in the
digital environment by design and development of
Library Web page, digital libraries, subject
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gateways to facilitate and instant access to digital
information resources and services. The changing
role of librarians is creating a web page for 24/7
delivery of information resources and services on
user mobile devices.

• Websites Designer: While designing library
website, the role of the librarian is to make it
interactive and informative so that each and every
important aspect should be reflected and facilitate
to end user. The activities of the librarian while
creating a web page is to deliver information about
the library and its services like hours of service,
location of services, details of library staff, library
policies, an interface to the library Online Public
Access Catalog (OPAC), library services, e-books,
e-journals, user guidelines etc

• Training Organizer and Trainer: Today, Library
professionals can play a role as training organizer
and trainer at their universities/institutions. In
universities, librarians time to time organize the
author workshops, training programmes and
conferences for the teachers, researchers and
students They provide the ICT based skills,
technical supports, avoid plagiarism skills,
reference management skills and ETDs discovery
skills to researchers and teachers for avoid
plagiarism, trained to self plagiarism checking by
anti-plagiarism software “Turnitin”, referencing and
citation skills, convert their document(s) to the
PDF format, creation of softcopies of Phd theses
as per standard format. Researchers submit
softcopy (CD/DVD) of their Phd/M.Phil thesis to
her/his supervisor and supervisors review the
thesis for completeness with the standard format
according to guidelines/by-laws of the Institute for
Phd and M.Phil. After review of theses by
supervisors, researchers modified their CD/DVD
of a thesis as well as hard copy submits to Central
Library to final plagiarism checking.

• Developing Collaborative e- Recourses: Digital
librarians created the cloud computing services
with collaborative libraries and sharing the
resources at the global level. The Digital librarians
are creating the collaborative culture to resources
sharing in networking env i ronment. The
collaborative resources are very helpful to fulfill the
users requirements in cost effective way.

• Researcher Advocates: In the digi tal
environment, librarians/library professionals have
always educated, trained and supported research
scholars under the research support services to
discovery services and access to current research
materials. Also, support to researchers and other
users to research management using Reference
Management Tools (RMT) to enhance the quality
of research works. Currently, librarians provide the
consultation services related the misconduct of
research, fabrication and copyright issues to
avoiding the plagiarism in his/her research work.
Librarians can also train research scholars to
import publications data from RMT, Scopus and
other publication indexes to add in their profiles
with unique identifiers like ORCID etc.

• University Coordinator, Shodhganga/
Shodhgangotri (ETDs submission program):
Presently, Librarians/Library professionals can
play a key role to the implementation of ETD
submission programs, deterring plagiarism and
setup of ETDs repository in academic institutions.
Library team helped to researchers and teachers
to complete her/his research work, referencing
skills, avoiding plagiarism skills and creation CD/
DVD of Phd theses as well as a hard copy to
timely ETD submission. Librarians also helped to
researchers to converting their documents as a
PDF file and uploading it on Shodhganga,
INFLIBNET Centre website. It has been observed
that in the almost Indian universities librarians also
working as a University coordinator, Shodhganga
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Project, INFLIBNET Centre to the implementation
of ETD programs in their university. The University
Coordinator submits/uploads all awarded Phd
theses on Shodhganga project, INFLIBNET
Centre. Today, Librarians/library professionals can
play role in two different standards where the first
standard is ETD submission through researchers
created documents consisting of Word file OR
PDF files; and second is digitized files created by
scanning the pages of old thesis and dissertations.
In the digital world, Librarians have taken the new
challenging role to manage the ETD repository to
facilitate open access to worldwide accessibility
so that today librarians are also known as an ETD
repository manager.

• The Policy Maker: In Indian universities, librarians
can play a key role as a policymaker to draft an
institutional plagiarism policy, ETDs repository
setup policy, copyright fair use policy, library usage
policy and acquisition policy etc.

• An IPR Issues Councillor: Currently, Librarians
oversees the IPR issues with special reference to
the educational environment and conducting face-
to-face training sessions and a workshop module
for researchers and teachers on creating an e-
thesis, dissertations and reports cover copyright
issues in depth. Researchers are made aware of
the fair use of copyrighted materials in their
academic and research work. This IPR awareness
allows researchers to fair use a reasonable
proportion of published original source material
within their work for the purposes of literature
review without having to obtain explicit permission
to use it.

• Plagiarism Detector: Currently, librarians and
library professionals can deterring plagiarism
through anti-plagiarism tools in newly submitted
PhD thesis, M.Phil dissertations, research papers
and project reports by researchers in their
respective universities and plagiarism checked
reports send to examination department for

necessary action. In the almost Indian universities,
plagiarism deterring/checking process is
mandatory for all teachers and researchers
through anti-plagiarism software “URKUND” before
final submission of his/her research works. To
deterring plagiarism in newly submitted Phd thesis
and dissertations is an initiative taken by Director,
INFLIBNET Centre on behalf of UGC to maintain
the quality and originality of research works in
Indian universities.

• Social Media Communicator: Today, many
librarians created the social median account on
facebook, twitter, Instagram, flicker, LinkedIn,
blogs, Mendeley and what app etc of the behalf of
their library to faster and efficiently delivering of
information using social media approach to users
anywhere and anytime. Through social media
accounts, librarians provide the 24/7 information
services to academic and research community to
fulfil the fourth law of library science “Save the
time of readers” Rangnathan (1931).

• Electronic Publishing: In the digital era, library
professionals online publish the newsletter, CAS
bulletin, list of new arrivals and magazines, annual
reports and library manual etc through web
publishing software to open access by the uses.

• Development of Digital Library App: To
enhance the usage of library collection and
services in digital environment, librarians trying
development of digital library app for access to
digital library resources on their mobiles and
smartphones. Recently, National Digital Library
(NDL) of India designed and developed a mobile
app to provide the accessibility of India’s largest
library repository at the fingertip. NDL App is freely
available on Google Play Store to its downloading.
Through this app users can be accessed from
anywhere, anytime on the mobile devices. The
NDL app has advanced features to search, browse,
filter, tag, comment and metadata view.
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Through implementation of  Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) in the 21st century,
rapidly changed the outlook of information management
and library services from print to digital services. In the
digital environment, World Wide Web (WWW) has
paved way for the rapid proliferation of electronic
information resources is stored in various
manifestations like computer hard disks, digital video
and audio tapes, flash memories, CD/DVD media, zip
drives, databases, online journals, e-books, e-zines,
etc. To manage the digital information explosion,
librarians have a greater role in identifying the information
resources and how it can be exploited for optimal use
of information resources by users. A digital librarian
requires to provide the digital library services: e-journals,

e-books, consortia based services, archives, e-learning
content, multimedia content, E-Current Awareness
Services, ask a librarian, virtual reference services,
institutional repositories and a plethora of similar
services in a pro-active manner. The ICT trained librarians
and information professionals are to be experts in
information management, selecting, acquiring,
organizing, preserving, repackaging, searching, sharing
and disseminating in the digital environment. Today,
modern libraries and information centres generate the
need for creating a new position “digital librarian” to
manage their digital resources and services. These
modern libraries and information centers are emerging
as knowledge warehouse at networking environment.

Abinash Dash
Librarian Institute of Hotel Management

Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of India
Bhubaneswar, Odisha

“Always do what is right. It will gratify half of mankind
and astound the other.”  ― Mark Twain
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Once a friend team talk to each other and planned to
walk in staircase of 24 apartments to reach their house
which was placed in 24thfloor. They planned how to
observe happily for next day morning will start their
journey.

Sun rise. All were starting their walking in staircase.
When they reached at 24th floor they cross their limit of
happiness. But they forgot to keep key with them. The
key is left with other friend.

Reader! Understand their situation at that moment.

One moral story

Sucheta Pattanayak
Librarian

Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)

Moral is:

1. We do our work but forget our aim.

2. We spend time in unnecessary discussion but
do not spend time which is required.

3. Time will not return. So utilise time properly.

4. Always think about your planning what is important
and focus on quality.

Always understand the mind of each other and do  work
in a team. You will definitely reach your goal.

Let us all remember one book, one pen, one teacher cn
change anyone’s life – Malala Yousufazi

Good   manners
Good manners mean good social behavior needed for
one’s smooth living in the society. Good manners are
as important in life as oil is for smooth running of
machines. They cost nothing.

On the other hand they bring in handsome rewards.
Pleasant manners create a good impression on others.
A wealthy person is found to attract admirers and
flatterers but a person with good manners attract true
friends who stand by him through thick and thin. He
sweetens the stream of social life. In fact good manners
are the best ornaments of life, People feel attracted

towards them for their Pleasing manners. They Love
their juniors and respect their elders. It is seen that a
rule and ill mannered Business man loses customers
and a rude and unmannerly. Person fails to get popularity
in life. A Well manner is the sign of civilization.  A person
always acts in a disciplined way. His “no’ is sweeter
than his “yes”. Good manners kindle the flame of
friendship and good will where bad manners poison the
stream of life. Good manners are not born with us. They
are learnt and cultivated. It is therefore essential that
good manners should be thought at a very young age.

Draupadi Mishra
Asst. Librarian

Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)
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Recollecting memories of school days is a way of
holding onto things you love, you care and things you
never want to lose. What is the best part of school life?
Some vouch for education, the great learning
experience, sharing of knowledge and other such
scholastic pursuits. But many would admit that the best
part of school life is all the fun, friends and funny filmy
quotes they have, which take off on a trip down the
memory lane. That is why, when I say, I shall miss the
school, I mean my friends, fun and all the eventful days
in the school; not the school. Because the kind of
moments I shared with some of my best buddies, were
truly the most innocent days of my life, in fact in
everyone’s life, which will never come back again. Here
nostalgia grips a stupid, innocent, soft-spoken, humble,
honest, upright, truthful and disciplined boy, who is all
along known for his behaviour. I was very studious and
never got involved in any quarrel or any mischief. Never
grappled with anyone, even if someone bullies me

A blind date with school
(My Crowded Memory Lane)

(absolutely wrong). Bunking, chuckling around, clatter
throughout the day were not my cup of tea (is partly
correct). But I enjoyed a lot when some of my
classmates did it (Probably it involved me directly or
indirectly).

Schooldays I believe are the most scintillating in the
whole span of human existence as it is coloured with
the vividity of all the worldly feelings and human qualities.
Unlike life, in school we learn first, before we take the
test. Ten years back with trembling feet and heart, the
boy in me, who entered the confines of the school, have
graduated me to be as I am today. There are so many
memories that bring back smiles and tears that this
small space would not suffice. . . .so there are many
more pages to follow, where I shall share all those funny
but the best moments of life, spent at my school. But
wherever I go . . . . However far away . . . no one can
steal these classic moments from me.

Uditansu Swain
IMBA: 2021-26

“Education doesn’t make us smarter. It makes us whole.”
- Jill Biden
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“Human behavior flows from three main sources: desires,
emotions and knowledge” Plato

As we mysteriously discover each day the ever
demanding cultural change and human development, a
need arises to accept new forms of knowledge that deal
with broad spectrum of life challenges. Emotions form
an integral part of human nature and through emotions
we respond to life in many different ways either with anger,
happiness, fear, love or even loneliness. Emotions
influence and get influenced by our thoughts and actions;
they inspire our needs and have strong impact on our
relationships.

Today man is juggling around to be literate in almost
all the spheres of life – it could be either with academic
literacy or technological literacy as this has become
the need of the hour and a social norm. We come across
problems of a modern society, of being unable to
understand people and express emotions. It is at this
point the emergence of emotional literacy plays a
prominent role by helping human beings to grow, evolve
and face the challenges of the future.

Emotional Literacy is the ability to recognize,
understand and appropriately express our emotions.
Just as verbal literacy is the basic building-block for
reading and writing, emotional literacy is the basis for
perceiving and communicating emotions. Emotional

Feel the difference in the world around…..

Literacy is universally relevant and can benefit every
individual, organization and profession by transforming
each person in view of their relationships through a
reflective language thereby achieving joy and happiness
that have a long lasting effect on human life. Human
beings need to make the best and the most important
investment for themselves, their children and their future
by being sensitive towards emotional literacy.

School is regarded as the second home of every child
and they look forward for hope and support from the
teachers who play the role of a mentor, facilitator and
thus help in shaping the personality of a child. Emotional
Literacy from the formative years of child’s learning
and     thus builds a strong foundation to succeed in
future. By helping young children express their thoughts
and feelings verbally and in writing or drawing, by reading
and discussing stories that offer rich opportunities to
discuss emotions, and to understand how others think
and feel, we can make sure their emotional development
and literacy go hand in hand.

With this zeal and enthusiasm let us as teachers touch
the hearts and minds of our student community to
enlighten and brighten their future with love and kindness
and to be the change we want to see in the world.

“Well chosen words mixed with measured emotions are
the basis of affecting people” - Jim Rohm

Rajesh Mohapatra
MBA: 2018-20
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“I raise up my voice not so that I can shout, but so that
those without a voice can be heard….we cannot all
succeed when half of us are held back”- Malala
Yousafzi.

Women empowerment refers to improving both
personally as well as socially. The word women once
upon a time was not comparable in terms of men but
today’s time, its changed and women being as much
equally compared to men in terms of rights ,freedom
,participation, raising voice and various other social,
legal, cultural, economic and scientific matters.

Starting from Mother Teresa(Social worker), Smt. Indira
Gandhi(First Women Prime Minister of India),Kalpana
Chawla(First women to go to space),Indra Nooyi(CEO
of 2nd best organization),Mary Kom(Boxing),Priyanka
Chopra(Film),Aishwarya Bacchan(Miss World) are
numerous examples behind history.

Women and power

In politics voting rights ,reservation for women and
various administrative services(Tina Dabi, Srusti
Deshmukh) are examples of premire power of women.In
business and commerce sector(Agribusiness and
various companies) women played integral part in growth
, productivity ,innovation etc. Indra Nooyi stands for CEO
in second largest organization in both Pepsi and
Amazon.

In cinemas-chak de india(women in hockey),Aishwarya
Bacchan (First Miss World), Priyanka Chopra
(Hollywood),Vidya Balan (played for Vidya Bagchi) are
examples of cinematic women empowerment.

So finally women play an empowerment role in Nations
building. So, it should be respected and empowerment
should be promoted for them. Besides education,
training sessions and proper regulations should
simultaneously enhance for a better and safe future.

Biswajeet Das
IMBA: 2021-26

“I am not free while any woman is unfree, even when her
shackles are very different from my own.”

– Audre Lorde
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Today in modern society women have a very prominent
role as their male counterparts. Women are dominating
the key positions in many fields that were earlier denied
to them. Now the major role is played by women in the
economic growth of the country.

Some of the fields and sectors in which women are
excelling today are as follows:

1)  Administration

Women have managed to climb the corporate ladder
by seeking more knowledge that has placed them at
higher positions in the hierarchy of the corporate world.
Women even have used their knowledge to crack the
toughest exams such as UPSC to become IAS officers.
For instance, IAS Ananya Das is serving  as the
commissioner of Cuttack Municipal Corporation (CMC)

2) Politics

Women have managed to enter into politics which
previously was viewed as the dominant field for men.
For instance, Smt. Aparajita Sarangi is serving as a
member of the Parliament of Bhubaneswar.

 Women : the rise to power

3)  Business

Business too has seen women in the topmost positions.
For instance, Smt. Chitra Ramkrishna has served as
former Chairman of the National Stock Exchange.

4)  Cinema

The Cinema industry has seen a lot of women rising to
success with their hard work and efforts. For instance,
Smt. Dia Mirza is serving as the National Goodwill
Ambassador for United Nations Climate change.

5)  Aerospace

Women have even managed to enter into space with
their efforts. For instance, Smt. Sirisha Bandla has
become the second Indian woman to enter space after
Kalpana Chawla

“A girl should be two things: who and what she wants.”
- Anonymous

Aniket Padhi
IMBA: 2021-26
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Black is one of the most adorable and fashionable colors
of a huge mass of people in the society. Not talking
about the entire society but many people consider “
black” as an official as well as a gorgeous colour. But
maximum of these black lovers can not accept a human
being whose complextion is black. A black dress is
gorgeous, a black car is classy, a black dog is love.

 As per the view of so many people in the society a
black dress is gorgeous and beautiful, a black car is
classy, a black dog is cute but a black human being is
the ugliest creation of God. Black human beings face
rejection in many cases which force them to lose their
confidence in spite of the qualities they posses.

We need to think of. Can,t a person having black skin
be good looking externally just because of the
complexion? Is it ever genuine to ignore the inner
qualities and talent of a person because of the skin
tone? Probably ‘No”.the viewers should be having the
eyes and mindset to observe minutely. Studies say that
this type of mindset exists normally in some specific
part of the globe. .Moreover there are eminent
personalities who had black complexion but they have
created history and also there are people having white
complexion and they have embraced people with black
complexion. I would definitely like to mention about
those people.

Boris Franz Becker is a German former world famous
and no.1 professional Tennis Player. He was from the
start of his career, winning the first of his six major
singles titles at age of 17. He married to an African girl.

APJ Abdul Kalam was an Indian aerospace scientist
and politician who served as the 11th president of India
from 2002 to 2007. He was a demanding person across
the world in each and every developed county.
Especially USA offered him to take citizenship but Dr.
Kalam denied to take it.

Barak Hussein Obama was an American politician
and attorney who served as the 44th president of United
States from 2009 to 2017. He was the first African-
American president of United States.

 Black

Hardik Himanshu Pandya is an Indian International
cricketer who plays for Baroda in domestic cricket and
Mumbai Indians in the Indian Premier League (IPL). He
married to an Indian based Serbian dancer and actress
who is so fair and pretty.

Nelson Mandela was a South African anti-apartheid
revolutionary, political leader and philanthropist who
served as President of South Africa from 1994 to 1999.
He was the country’s first black head of state and the
first elected in a fully black head of state and the first
elected in a filly representative democratic election.

Martin Luther King, Jr. was an American Christian
minister and activist who became the most visible
spokesperson and leader in the civil rights movement
from 1955 until his assassination in 1968.

Guion Stewart Bulford Jr. is an American aerospace
engineer, retired U.S. Air Force officer and fighter pilot,
and former NASA astronaut, who is the first African
America and the second person of African American
and the second person of African descent to go to
space.

Venessa Williams became the first black woman to
win the Miss America title1984.

Zozibini Tunzi is a South African lady took home the
Miss Universe Crownover the weekend, making her the
first black woman to do so since 2011 and this year
marks the first year that the winners of Miss America,
Miss U SA, Miss Teen USA, and Miss Universe are all
black women.

The society must understand that;

 Beauty lies inside the soul not on the body because
soul is immortal and body is mortal. A body can’t take
birth as same as before but soul never change remains
the same. 

Change In Mindset Can Change The Society.

Alisha Parida
IMBA: 2019-24
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Water is our heaven. As humans, water makes up over
half of our body composition. As living creatures, water
is absolutely necessary to life as we know it. An integral
part of our daily life, water is ofter taken for granted
until it is  no longer in plentiful supply. This is the
situation millions face in India. While India  is home to
18 percent of the world’s  population, it has access to
only 4 percent of the world’s fresh water resources.

According to a 2018 report by the Indian
government think-tank NITI Aayog, India is facing
the worst water crisis in its history.

The report predicts that 21 Indian cities, including
metros like Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi and Hyderabad,
will run out of ground water by 2020. The lives of over
100 million people will be affected, and as many as
600 million people already face high water stress in
India each year. The report also predicts that 40 percent
of India’s population will not have access to drinking
water by the year 2030.

Causes of the shortage

The monsoon rains, which are a primary source of water
for India, have been weak in the last two years. Some
of India’s perennial rives, such as the Kaveri, Krishna
and Godavari, remain dry for parts of the year. As one
of  the biggest agricultural producers in the world, India
uses much of its water towards irrigation and crops.
The excessive use of groundwater in irrigation is also
one of the leading causes of the scarcity.

Many of the water bodies in India are also heavily
polluted. Sewage, chemicals and effluents are often
released directly into rivers, lakes and ponds. Thus,
this water cannot be safely used. Over 21 percent of
the country’s diseases are water-related. Moreover, the
growth in India’s already large population means that
the demand for usable water far exceeds the supply.

Current Measures to Combat the Water Crisis

 In order to combat the crisis, the Narendra Modi-led
government has created the Jal Shakti ministry
(Water Power ministry). Their goal is to provide
drinking water to every  household by 2024, link the
main rivers and improve irrigation on farms.

The time is ticking !
Water crisis and its  effect on india

 With reports of water shortage in many parts of the
country, the government has launched a conservation
campaign with an emphasis on 256 water-stressed
districts. This campaign will focus on five aspects –
water conservation and rainwater harvesting,
renovation of traditional and other water bodies, reuse
of water and recharging of sructures, watershed
development and intensive afforestation.

 PM Modi has appealed to the citizens to conserve
water using traditional methods. The practice of
rainwater harvesting- catching water where  it falls –
could be used effectivey to collect water. Presently,
india captures only 8 percent of its annual rainfall,
ranking it among the lowest in the world.

 Controlling leaks in pipelines  is also crucial to saving
water and ending the water crisis. In the mega-city
Mumbai,  pipe leakages and unauthorized
connections and erros in metering have left 27 percent
of the city’s water supply unaccounted for. In short,
if just the leaked water can be saves, many will get
some respite from water scarcit.

 Flood irrigation is most commonly used in India for
agriculture, which leads to a significant amount of
water loss. Instead, drip or sprinkler irrigation would
be more effective tools with less water wasted.

Conclusion

India is not the only country facing water shortage. One-
third of the world’s population live with severe water
scarcity for at least one month of the year. Water
scarcity already exists in all continents and could
continue to plague for years to come unless more action
is taken. Education on the crisis and methods of
conserving water, both on a small and large scale, can
change our future.

There would be no life without water. It is our duty to
save and conserve water, creating a shield agasist future
drought situations and making the world a better place
to live for future generations.

Saumya Ranjan Nayak
MBA:2021-23
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Helping each other to get over difficult times

Man is a social animal and he has to live in society. As
such he has some duties to others. Every man has to
depend upon one another, especially in times of
difficulties. So it is our foremost duty to help others. I
expect to pass through this world but once. Any good
thing therefore that I can do, or any kindness that I can
show to any fellow creature, let me do it now. Let me
not defer it or neglect it. This is because I may also
need the help of others.

We must give some time to our fellowmen. Sometimes
when we are generous in small ways, it can change
someone’s life for ever. Our small help can do wonders
for a man who is in difficulty. We expect others to help

us when we need such help. So we should always be
ready to lend our hand to others.

There is no greater reward than to be the giver than the
receiver. When we give someone our time, talent and
love, in return we shall get more than we give. Helping
others should mean a lot to us. Just because some
people were not grateful does not mean that I shall stop
helping others. We should be willing to help people in
difficult times.

“Do something for others for which you get no pay
but the privilege of doing it.”

Rajesh Kumar Sahoo
MBA: 2021-23

“The test of good manners is to be able to put up pleasantly
with bad ones.” - Wendell Willkie

Men in most societies were seen as breadwinners while
the role of women was restricted to being good moth-
ers. This applies to women in the highly patriarchal
society of India. As societies entered the world of mod-
ernization, the role of women changed dramatically.
Media played an important role in the modernization of
societies and greatly affected the image of women in
today’s modern world. Several types of research have
been done on the role of women in different societies.
However, the title has been said about the importance
of films in portraying women in shifting roles over differ-
ent decades and the impact it has on societies in gen-

Women and the media

Subhalaxmi Mohanty
IMBA: 2021-26

eral. Over the past decades, Indian cinema has wit-
nessed a significant transformation. In the way, women
are portrayed through films. Contemporary films por-
tray women as more independent, confident, and ca-
reer-oriented this article deals with the fast-changing
role of women portrayed in Indian cinema and its influ-
ence on the patriarchal Indian society with a focus on
some representative Hollywood films. The aim is to link
the changing character played by women in films with
the emerging status of women in India, as films are a
reflection of changes in the social structure.
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Hey friends !

Here, I’m going to discuss about a topic which you
might be seeing above. I think you relate with this term
“critical thinking” which has always been important for
students and general peoples also. It assists to improve
problem solving abilities, openly express or share our
knowledge and ideas in front of audiences and group
members but lecturers are not educated us. Even
students are not also aware about this term.

But here’s a question arising why? Why our teachers
not educate us with this skill, now we discuss it widely..

Education system:

Our education system is very ancient and complex.
When the British government first time launched this
system, the reason behind it was that people like us
should serve under them. 

Their government and not work with them. Apart from
practical, theory was given importance in this system,
which was affecting our openly talking behavior. And
even after so many years of independence, nothing has
been changed in this education system, actually this
fault is not of us or people like us. It is the fault of petty
politics who’s made the education as business.

No Trained Faculty:

Many teachers do not teach to give education, they
teach only earn money. They only see this, whatever I
do, I will finish the syllabus and I will do the student’s
revision. And here revision means to cheat or go
somewhere else to teach and earn extra money.

Here they only focus on accomplishing the syllabus,
no any brainstorming sessions or in a topic why this
happened, why was it said?Or why it is written here to
tell all of this ?

Focus on number not knowledge:

Why it’s critical for a student to focus on thinking openly?

Students here only focus on their results. We don’t even
talk about how to scale our creativity and knowledge.

Students have not get time from formal education, so
they are not going to external sources and current affairs.
Otherwise, they will lie like an ass and keep working
hard but not get any consequences. And after that they
will keep thinking I worked so hard but I didn’t get a job
anywhere.

Then they will keep banging somewhere or go to village
will work with their father on the ground.

Actually, the management here confuses students so
much on formal education. As a result, they are not
able to acquire extra knowledge, they know only as
much as they have been taught whatever topic they
study. So how will they talk openly here? How their
thinking capacity increase here?

Students are responsible:       

Only education system or any teacher is not responsible
for lack of critical thinking; Students are also responsible.
Today’s students like to spend more time on mobile as
compared to talk with people by which they spends
most of their energy on watching mobile or pay attention
in social media. Actually env ironment is also
responsible here, for openly thinking.

If in your environment, everyone will be wasting time or
will be acting like an free birds; this effect will be on
you too and you will also start behaving like them.

Govt should pay attention at here and efforts to
realignment this channel by which people’s problem
solving skills increase and new ideas and techniques
will strike in their brains of the people. And with this,
the country will also progress and our country will get
the recognition of a developed country.

Jyoti Prakash Behera
IMBA: 2019-24
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Over a thousand leaders, many comments have stood
out, but one in particular was especially powerful and
thought-provoking. “Leadership today,” Javier Pladevall,
CEO of Volkswagen Audi Retail in Spain, told us, “is
about unlearning management and relearning being
human.”

What Javier means is, the power of leadership lies in
our abilities to form personal and meaningful bonds
with the people whom we lead. This is truer now than
ever, as millennial are becoming the majority population
in most companies. Millennial are not satisfied with
only a pay check, bonus, and benefits. They want
meaning, happiness, and connectedness, too.

The problem is about 70% of leaders rate themselves
as inspiring and motivating – much in the same way as
we all rate ourselves as great drivers. But this stands
in stark contrast to how employees perceive their
leaders. A survey published by Forbes found that 65%
of employees would forego a pay raise if it meant seeing
their leader f ired, and a 2016 Gal lup
engagement survey found that 82% of employees see
their leaders as fundamentally uninspiring. In my opinion,
these two things are directly related.

There is a vast upside to human leadership. As data from
McKinsey & Company shows, when employees are

Why do so many managers forget they’re human beings?

intrinsically motivated, they are 32% more committed
and 46% more satisfied with their job and perform 16%
better.

As human beings, we are all driven by basic needs for
meaning, happiness, human connectedness, and a
desire to contribute positively to others. And a leader
that truly understands these needs, and lead in a way
that enables these intrinsic motivations, have the keys
to enable strong loyalty, engagement and performance.
As leaders, we must be humans before managers.

A global movement is taking place in the C-suites of
thousands of progressive organizations like Accenture,
Marriott, Starbucks, Microsoft, and LinkedIn. The
leaders of these organizations ask themselves “How
can we create more human leadership and people-
centered cultures where employees and leaders are
more fulfilled and more fully engaged?”

Based on our work in creating more human leaders,
here are a few tips:

 Be personal 

 Be self-aware 

 Be selfless 

 Be compassionate

Dr. Arpan Mahapatra
Asst. Professor- Finance

Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)
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Khudi (father’s younger brother’s wife) had an untimely
death. Gitu had gone to the village during the Dola
holidays. Chaiti Punei (the full moon day in March-April)
passed two days ago. It was a month and two days
from Dola Punei (the full moon day of February-March)
to Chaiti Punei. Gitu had no idea what the matter was
with Khudi. Of course, she had not been able to talk to
her after returning from the village. She was either at
the temple or busy with some chore or the other
whenever she rang her. Gitu too was busy with her own
family. She had not been able to find the time to talk to
her. Finally, Khudi passed away.

When she had left the village, Khudi had asked her,
“My dear! I need something. Will you give it to me?” As
she packed her children’s clothes in a suitcase, Gitu
asked, “What is it? Please tell me.” Khudi said, “No,
let it be. I will tell you when you come here the next
time.” She sounded somewhat absent-minded. Oh dear!
Gitu could not ask her anything and she too didn’t
volunteer any information. What was it that she lacked?

Madhu Dada (father-in-law’s younger brother) took good
care of  her. She considered her sisters-in-law
(husband’s brothers’ wives) to be as good as her sisters.
Grandfather used to fawn on her all the time. She was
the most pampered among his three daughters-in-law.
She did everything at home sincerely. There were ten
children in the family. One of the brothers of Madhu
Dada had five children, another had three and the sister
had two children. But Basanti Khudi was the mother of
all the ten children. Madhu Dada’s sister had become
a widow two years after marriage. Her elder son was
one year old at the time and the younger one was in
the womb. The younger son is now fifteen years old.
Madhu Dada and Khudi had assumed her responsibility
from that day. Madhu Dada didn’t do much at home.
Khudi looked after everything. Her sister-in-law would

Basanti khudi

have most likely forgotten that she was a mother of two
children.

Gitu’s train of thought was disturbed. The river was at
the turn in the road. It was visible from a distance.
Kharasrota River was always full with water. She had
been staring at the river with tear-filled eyes. She came
out of her reverie when Sambit called her. She had
travelled the last one hundred kilometres without
speaking a word. Sambit said, “What could be done?
Everyone will return when age catches up with them.”
Gitu asked in a broken voice if Khudi was old enough to
die. The sun was getting drowned in Kharasrota River’s
water. The sun’s reflection could be seen on the water.
Sambit opened the door of the car and stepped outside.
He looked at Gitu’s lachrymose face and said, “Who is
as fortunate as her? She passed away while her
husband is still alive.”

Gitu looked at him from the corner of her eyes. This
was her husband. Sambit was staring at the river with
his back towards her. He was waiting for the boatman
who would ferry them across. Khudi loved him the most
among all the children in the family. She considered
him to be a child even today. She fulfilled all his wishes
immediately. How could he accept Khudi’s death so
easily? Sambit took the car inside the boat. Gitu sat in
the back with her son. She had pulled her veil over her
head and kept staring at the river whose bank could
not be seen. Tears were welling up in her eyes. Sambit
started the car.

The bamboos were being joined together and tied with
coir ropes to make the bier ready by the time they
reached home. There were people everywhere. All the
people of the village seemed to have gathered there.
Gitu entered the house pulling the veil tightly over her
head. She went inside Khudi’s bedroom. The room was
empty. The bed was unmade. The fragrance of Khudi’s
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body and the smell of the coconut oil that she usually
applied on her hair brushed against her nostrils. She
returned to the courtyard where Khudi’s lifeless body
had been kept. Madhu Dada sat at her feet like a pillar
of an old house that would crumble if held tightly and
bring the thatch down. The grief rising from Gitu’s chest
turned into stone on beholding Madhu Dada’s
unperturbed countenance. Dada went away to the
backyard without telling her anything. He turned around
when Gitu broke into a wail. The women gathered around
her and started crying. All their friends and relations
had arrived after getting the news. Khudi was dear to
everyone. It was almost evening by the time everyone
had reached. Khudi’s distantly-related brother-in-law
shouted from the front door, “Deck up Basa befitting a
woman whose husband is still alive. Apply some alta
on her feet. It’s getting late.”

There were three brothers after Sambit. Everyone was
there except the youngest brother-in-law. The two sons
of the second uncle changed their clothes and got ready
to carry the bier. But Khudi’s feet had turned stiff. The
barber woman said, “Ma, how am I going to apply alta
on her feet? Please come here.” She covered Khudi
with a white sari with red borders and applied a large
spot of vermillion on her head. When four people tried
to lift her, the brother-in-law said, “How come she
became so heavy?” The women started crying and the
musicians started playing the musical instruments.
Khudi’s body was lifted. Madhu Dada walked ahead
throwing cawries behind him. All his meditations,
prayers and dreams vanished as people around him
chanted Ram naam satya hai. As the procession
receded into the distance, Gitu cleaned the courtyard
and the front yard before going to the well to have a
bath. Her younger sister-in-law Nayana followed her to
the well and said, “Apa (elder sister), the well will be
defiled. Let us go to the pond to have our bath.”

Instead of responding to Nayana, Gitu asked, “What
was the matter with Khudi? Why didn’t you inform me
anything? I would have cooked something good for her
during her last days.” There was a tremor in her voice

as she spoke the last line. She seemed to be having a
feeling of guilt. “Forget it, Apa. Nothing was the matter
with her. Please don’t discuss this matter with anyone.
She had an exchange of hot words with Dada yesterday
in the evening. I was able to hear a few words. Khudi
was sobbing and Dada was trying to placate her. Before
we were aware of anything, Dada came and informed
us that Khudi had passed away.” Gitu was startled,
“What do you mean?” “What can I tell you? Khudi drank
a whole bottle of pesticide. Dada had bought it the day
before to sprinkle on the field of green grams.” The
clothes that Gitu had held in her hand slipped down to
the floor. As she picked them up, she wondered what
pushed Khudi into committing suicide. How could she
commit suicide after so many years of marriage? Gitu
was not able to sleep throughout the night. She could
only see Khudi’s wet eyes on her smiling face. Like a
dry cloud was floating in the blue sky helplessly.

The morning came. Food seasoned with the bitter leaves
of neem had to be cooked. Dada asked, “Gitu, will you
people stay back or leave?” Gitu had the reputation of
never having talked back to an elderly person in the
family. But she lost that reputation that day. She said,
“Why Dada, won’t the funeral rites be held for Khudi?
My husband has lit the pyre. How can I go away?
Besides, why should I go away? Khudi had burnt herself
every moment of her life in order to free every corner of
this house from darkness. Aren’t you going to light a
lamp in a corner of this house for the deliverance of her
soul?” Dada had stared at her in amazement.

She was the wife of a brother who had separated from
the family. And yet she had so much right on Khudi.
However, Dada had lost his wife in order to assert himself
over her. Sambit began performing the rites two days
after Khudi’s death. He sent a leave application to his
office on Gitu’s request and stayed back without a
bother. He rarely had the opportunity of living in the
village after joining in his job. He was now going to stay
back for a minimum period of fifteen days. He had
assumed all the responsibilities at home. Gitu could
now realise that he indeed had a great deal of affection
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for Khudi. Gitu was cooking the food along with her
sisters-in-law. She was able to see Khudi’s solemn face
when she served parboiled rice and dalma (a mixed
curry of pulses and vegetables) that had not been
seasoned on banana leaves. The people of the house
sat down to eat after serving food for the departed soul.
She had no idea that the unseasoned dalma could also
taste so delicious. The eldest mother-in-law was no
longer able to see properly. Something got stuck in her
throat as she picked up vegetables from the dalma and
ate them. As she wiped her eyes with the loose end of
her sari, she started crying thinking of Khudi. She said,
“The vegetable curry made for her tastes so delicious.
It is so because she was such a transparent person.
No one can forget the taste of the food that she used to
cook.” Gitu loved the village because of Khudi. There
was no reason why she would come here again in the
future.

X X X X X X X

It was Khudi who had held her tightly to her chest the
day she had stepped into this house as a new daughter-
in-law. She had tried to forget those days when she
had grown up as a pampered child of her mother and
aunt after being attached to Khudi at an emotional level.
She too had been pampered a great deal by her mother
and aunt. She had never found any difference between
them. Her aunt used to put up with her tantrums even
more than her mother. When she came to her in-laws’
place, she had been able to find the same love and
affection in Khudi’s eyes that had assured her that there
was someone there who would provide her with the same
kind of comfort. A girl always looked forward to receiving
love and affection from her near and dear ones. Just as
a person did not hesitate to walk down an untrodden
path on finding a speck of light amidst darkness, Khudi
had seemed to her to be someone who was known to
her since ages among all the unfamiliar faces in her in-
laws’ house. She had slept the first night on Khudi’s
bed. Khudi had given her to understand that a new bond
could be forged with people at the in-laws’ place if mutual
trust and sincerity of purpose were there. The love and

affection she had received at her mother’s place paled
in comparison with the love showered on her by Khudi.
She followed Khudi like a calf following its mother. Khudi
drew water from the well when she had her bath. She
washed her clothes and dried them. She also collected
them and brought them to her room after they dried up.
She had come to know everyone closely within one
week of her marriage and learnt that Khudi had no
children of her own. That was the reason she loved
children. She was the mother of all the children in the
house. Was the shape of a mother any different from
her? Her sisters-in-law noticed Khudi’s excessive
affection for her and said in jest, “Khudi! You will live
happily till the end of your days. There will be someone
to nurse you during your old age.” Khudi smiled. She
had teeth like pearls. She chewed so many paans every
day. Gitu asked her how she managed to keep her teeth
sparkling white. Khudi said, “I never took paans earlier.
Your Dada gave me paans with katha in them at intervals
and got me hooked to them in my old age.”

Khudi would be around forty years of age at the time.
But she conducted herself as a guardian of the house.
As she uprooted the grey hairs from the head of Gitu’s
husband’s aunt, Khudi said sitting on the veranda of
the backyard, “There are ten children in this house. Am
I still a young lass that I am going to dye my hair? It’s
different with you. You are a daughter of this family.”
Mother-in-law enjoyed the banter of the sisters-in-law
as she dressed the spinach. The ninety-five-year-old
grandfather-in-law and the ninety-year-old grandmother-
in-law were hanging like ripe palm nuts from a tree at
the time. There were a large number of people in the
house. The responsibilities of the individuals were being
shouldered by the wives, mothers or husbands in most
cases. But Basanti Khudi had the responsibility of the
entire household on her shoulders.

She left bed very early in the morning and swept the
floors and swabbed them with cow dung water. She
heated pots of water on the hearth in the backyard.
She made several kettles of tea for everyone during
that time. Someone took tea without milk. Someone
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wanted milk in his tea. The old people had to be served
tea with crushed ginger and black peppers. She went
for her daily chores after that. She carried different kinds
of vegetables from the garden in the backyard and kept
them on the veranda of the kitchen. She changed her
clothes and performed her puja. It was around seven or
seven thirty in the morning by the time she was through
with these chores. She plastered the hearth with clay
and prepared breakfast for everyone. Someone wanted
chakuli pitha (a thin, round and flat cake), someone
wanted chuda (rice flakes) and curd, and someone else
wanted watered rice with fries. Khudi had to arrange all
this. Of course, other people helped her out as she
worked. Gitu used to be scared in the beginning
watching Khudi doing something or the other at all hours
of the day. She often wondered about the meaning of a
life like that.

Basanti Khudi was being given private tuition by Dada
for her matriculation examination when the latter worked
as the mathematics teacher in the village school.
Halfway through the examinations she left her home
with Dada never to return there once again. No one
from her family had ever bothered about her after that.
The matter went to the court for a few days. But things
became quiet after that. Her father had never stood
beside her since then. Nor had he ever forgiven Madhu
Mastre (teacher) for the liberties that he had taken with
his daughter. Mother-in-law used to say that he loved
Madhu Dada like a son. Dada too had never dared to
go to his father-in-law’s house as long as he was alive.
It was not as if Khudi had not regretted the mistake
she had committed in the excitement of the moment.
But she had compromised with the situation and had
not allowed grief to overpower her.

When she went to the roof during the summer months
to dry clothes, Khudi stared at the road in front of the
house till it disappeared in the distance hoping that
she would be able to catch a glimpse of someone from
her family. She suppressed her grief somehow as she
got down from the roof thinking of her father. A girl is
supposed to think of the welfare of both her father’s

family as well as her in-laws’ family. Khudi had stepped
out of her house destroying the image of her family in
the process. She had survived by upholding the prestige
of her in-laws’ family. She had never crossed the front
door of the house from that day and stepped on the
street outside. She had never spoken a word about her
father’s family in order to uphold the prestige of her
husband. But her fate played tricks with her. She could
never bear a child. She could never know how it felt to
experience labour pain or the joy of motherhood. But
she looked as if she had led a fulfilling life. She attended
on all the women of the house when they were in the
confinement room for the delivery of their children. She
did the cooking on all festive occasions. She acted like
a child with children and as an adult with the adults of
the family. But Dada was always detached. It seemed
that he felt reassured by leaving everything to Khudi.
Khudi too never objected to anything. It was as if she
had stepped inside this house only to make everyone
happy. Her world consisted of the four walls of the house,
Dada, the family members and the children.

Times changed and so did the situation. The brothers
decided to set up their own families and got separated
from each other. All movable and immovable properties
were divided among the brothers. But Khudi had the
same cordial relationship with everyone as before. From
whom could she demand a share in the property? And
why would she have done so? They were now living in
different houses. But a large hearth was built in Khudi’s
small kitchen when the children came home in holidays.
Khudi cooked for all the children in large pots. Dada’s
pension was exhausted long before the month was over.

Khudi made badis (small lumps of pounded pulses dried
in the sun) all afternoon on summer days for her eldest
nephew Sambit. He could not eat rice without badi as
an accompaniment. Gitu had seen it from the day of
her marriage. Khudi made different kinds of pithas for
everyone throughout the year. Gitu made plans to come
to the village in holidays only because of Khudi’s love
and affection. Khudi’s memory kept burning from under
the ashes like fire.
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Sambit had carried three pieces of bone home from the
cremation ground. He kept the bones inside a clay pot
and covered it with a clay plate. A lamp flickered inside
the room. The room was lighted with the dim light just
as Khudi had kept this house lighted while burning
herself. A bond of friendship had remained in place
among the sisters-in-law because of her even after the
house had been divided. The rice bowls were different.
But the eldest sister-in-law loved mashed brinjal and
fried spinach. Khudi prepared all this and kept them
aside for her. The three sisters-in-law sat down together
to eat in Khudi’s bedroom. The sisters-in-law were held
in high esteem throughout the village. Human life was
strange indeed! One could live without everything that
was dear to her. One could also live in the absence of
her near and dear ones. Did everyone love life like this
or did they believe only in the present? Life might prove
easier to live if one could look at the world afresh instead
of digging up the ashes after the past is gone. What
was the definition of life?

His contemporaries envied Dada’s good fortune. Had
Dada really understood the value of the great sacrifices
made by Khudi for his family? She had left the safe
haven of her father’s house at the tender age of fifteen
on the assurances of an unknown man. Had Dada been
able to discharge his responsibility faithfully? Khudi
might not have had an untimely death in this manner if
he would have done so. Sambit returned home at eleven
in the night. Gitu found the quiet night hanging heavily
on her. A solitary star was blinking in the sky. Light
was certain to come after darkness. A beautiful morning
would arrive after the night of distrust. Khudi might have
seen a dream like this. Before whom could she have
expressed her grief and misery? She had turned into
stone bearing the burden of the mistake she had made
at a young age for Dada’s sake. But had he been able
to understand the value of  her deep love and
unconditional sacrifice? Dada had invited the people of
seven nearby villages on the eleventh day. A large
photograph of Khudi had been placed on a chair in the
drawing room. It had been taken a few days after she
had stepped into the house as a new bride. She looked

somewhat shy but contented in the photograph.
Everyone was looking at Khudi’s photograph as if they
were looking at the face of a new bride. She looked like
a goddess. A person leaves her mark in this world by
her deeds. The rituals of the twelfth and the thirteenth
day were to be observed. Gitu was scheduled to leave
on the fourteenth day.

Gitu took her leave from her parents-in-law and sisters-
in-law before coming to Khudi’s house. Dada was sitting
like a sage in meditation. The twin pillows were missing
from Khudi’s bed. Gitu felt like crying. Khudi’s bed was
always neat and tidy. Not even a fly or an ant could
dare to get up on her bed. She was afraid some insect
might enter Dada’s ears while he was sleeping. How
affectionate she was towards Dada in spite of her
numerous other work! But Khudi was a dreamer. She
lived with her emotions. She had lost a great deal in
life. But her smiling face gave the impression that Dada’s
deep love for her was her biggest strength. Why did
she lose her confidence in herself in that case? She
had learnt several lessons from Khudi after her marriage
that had proved invaluable to her in her later life. She
had said, “Gitu, your family does not consist only of
your husband. The husband’s family is much more
important than the husband. Your conjugal life can be
happy and you will be treated with respect if you can
win their trust and affection.” Who she was going to
hold responsible for Khudi’s death? She had perhaps
not been able to see the world as she had been
immersed in it. But Dada had all along stood on the
edge of the world. How could he turn his mind filled
with emotions into a barren land? Had he done so
knowingly or unknowingly? She said, “Dada ....” Her
voice sounded strange to him. Dada opened his eyes.
He stood up and walked ahead of him. Was he going
towards death from life? Or had he got up from the
deathbed in order to walk towards life? Gitu pulled her
veil tightly over her head and asked, “How could a
woman with such high self-esteem stigmatise herself
for a second time in her life by committing a heinous
deed like suicide?”
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Dada moved to the cupboard with difficulty and took
out a photograph from inside it. He handed it over to
Gitu. There was a woman with a child in her lap along
with Dada in the photograph. The woman’s face
resembled Khudi’s face. Dada had given a very simple
answer to Gitu’s question. He said, “She is the younger
sister of your Khudi. My son is in her lap. He is fifteen
years old now.” Everything was crystal clear to Gitu.
Khudi had not been able to give a child to Dada for the
continuation of his lineage. That was the reason ....

Gitu paid her respects to Dada and returned with Sambit
in a trance till the river. She had been sitting like a
lifeless entity in the car. The entire water of the river
had risen to her eyes by the time she had reached the
river. Looking at Sambit’s sympathetic eyes, she had
understood that he did not know the cause of Khudi’s
death or he did not want to discuss it with her. Khudi
had perhaps done the right thing. She might have got
some sympathy from someone by narrating the irony

of her fate before him or her. But she had wanted nothing
from anyone. Perhaps she did not have that much
confidence too after she stopped believing that Dada
would one day be defeated by the strength of her love
for him. She came out of her reverie when Sambit asked
her what was biting her. He said, “You are as emotional
as Khudi.” Gitu said, “What am I going to do if the ground
slips from beneath my feet or if the sky falls over my
head?” Sambit pressed Gitu’s palm tightly with his left
hand. Gitu’s eyes were filled with tears.

It was raining hard with thunder crashing in the sky.
Sambit had raised the glasses and driving slowly. The
village was receding behind them. Dada was going away
even further. Khudi’s memory was flying around very
near them as if it was sympathising with her grief.

****

I measure the progress of a community with the progress of
the women in it  – Dr. B.R . Ambedkar

Translated from the Odia by Ashok K. Mohanty
Former Principal

Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)
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Now - a -days in the modern world, people prefer easy
path than the difficult one whereas in the middle ages
people choose difficult path to challenge themsleves.
We people from the modern age are witnessed with
the highly revolutionary modern technologies.

People from the 90’s were acquainted with the
Ambassador cars whereas in 2020 people buy
automated cars. So in this article we will focus on the
self driving cars and its mechanism. Those who have
so much interest on luxorious cars like Lamborgini and
Mercedes etc. will definitely love this article.

If we look back to the history of self driving cars, the
first experiment has been conducted in 1939 by General
Motors in a World’s Fair . It was an electric vehicle
guided by radio controlled electromagnetic fields and
operated from magnetized metal spikes embedded in
the roadway.  After that experiment so many trials took
place in the 1950s. After 1987 numerous major
companies and research organizations have developed
working autonomous vehicles including Mercedes -
Benz, General Motors, continental Automotive systems,
Toyota, Audi, Volvo, Oxford University, Google etc. In
July 2013, Vislab conducted a demonstration of a
vehicle BRAiVE that moved autonomously on mixed
traffic route open to public traffic.

Tesla motors is now one of the biggest automobile
company in the world. In 2014, Tesla implemented its
Autopilot technology to its electric vehicles. The
cameras and ultrasonic sensors have sucessfully
predicted collisions with up to 76% accuracy and were
able to prevent them with over 90% sucess rate. These
automotive systems will help to reduce traffic problems,
fewer road accidents and more efficient public and
private transport system.  Google and Tesla have
incorporated basic forms of autonomous car capabilities
into their vehicles.

 Self driving cars : the future of automobile industries

LIDAR technology is the one of the most finest
automated systems which is deveoped by google having
automatic braking, parking assistance, steering
assistance, dynamic radar cruise control and other
features. From 2014 onwards Tesla started to include
the hardware needed for full self -driving capabilities in
all of their vehicles even before the software/data was
available, and yet Tesla has the best safety record
compared to other auto brands in its class.

These days Tesla cars are familiar in every house. Even
a small  kid knows about Tesla cars. You can’t talk
about self driving cars without mentioning Elon Musk.
He intended Tesla to be an all electric, clean and energy
-efficient vehicle manufacturer to kick start his dream
of a green future.

Here are some of the benefits we can reap from
incorporation autonomatic vehicles into our everyday
life.

1. Fewer Accidents  2. Decrease or totally eliminate
traffic congestion 3. Increase Highway Capacity 4.
Lower fuel consumption 5. Enhanced Human
productivity 6. Hunting for car parking space will be
eliminated 7. Improved mobility for children, the elderly
and the disabled 8. Elimination of traffic enforcement
personnel 9. Higher speed limits 10. Lighter, more
versatile cars.

So we can imagine our near future by overviewing the
self driving car features. Yes we can say this is our
future : the self driving cars. It will take us to the next
level technological era which is so much appreciatable
and imaginable. This is completely a revolution for the
automobile industry.

Suman Sahoo
MBA: 2021-23
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No one can be perfect in the world. But all are perfect
in their own way. So all are beautiful in their own way. I
am not perfect, I am not beautiful. But I am beautiful
and perfect in my own way or in my own life. I know no
one loves me. People are showing their love in the upper
mind. But I can read their mind and thanks to God,
because he has given me such qualities. Sometimes
many people underestimate me and they are judging
me by my behavior. May be my behavior is not good for
them. But I will be what I am. I can change myself for
anyone for any moment. If you accept me then it’s good
and if you hate me then its fine. Because I know myself
properly. I am beautiful in my own way.

I am beautiful, sometimes people keep when they see
me and it has nothing to do with what I look like really.
It is just that I gave myself the power to say that I am
beautiful and if I could do that, maybe there is hope for

I am beautiful in the world

them too, and the divide between the beautiful and the
ugly will cease to be because we are all what we choose.

Sometimes people hate me because I treat and behave
them what I am actually inside. Because I love wearing
the exact same things all the time because I think it
makes them like a cartoon character. They always wear
the same outfit and everybody always remembers them
for it. So I feel like should do the same thing. I always
try to be a rainbow in someone’s cloud, those who are
actually care about me and really understand me
properly. I am not interested to be nice, I am always
interested to be honest but I just speak what’s in my
mind, even if I can’t handle the truth.

AT THE END OF THE DAY I AM IN PEACE BECAUSE
MY INTENTION IS GOOD AND MY HEART IS PURE.

Jharana Rout
MBA: 2021-23

“Nobody can give you freedom. Nobody can give you
equality or justice or anything. If you’re a man, you

take it.”   ― Malcolm X
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So, What Now?

I mean what after your Graduation?

Well, well, well … I know this situation very well…

You will be like, I’ll do this, I’ll do that…. Blah Blah
Blah…

But ultimately your parents will be like …

“Just Act Professionally”….. Either you do a
Professional Course or Take a Coaching and crack out
a Govt. Job as soon as possible.

And at that particular moment, you will be like –

“ Bro, what Professional Course… I’m the one who
has loved only one Subject all through my life and that’s
‘Zoology’ and on the other-hand you will be like –
Doesn’t matter if I take coaching for a year or many,
cracking out Govt. job(s) can never be my Cup Of Tea.”

And after running miles on the Trademill of Your
Brain,

You will finally be like – “Fine Buddy, Let’s do it out”

And that ‘Buddy’ will be only you and that ‘Let’s do
it’ part will be your chosen out Professional Course
“M.B.A” .

So, Now

Cracked Out “OJEE”,

Went through the “COUNCELLING PROCESS”,

Did your “Admission”…

But what now again?

Because now, nothing gonna be the same again.

Your Lecture Classes will be more of a ‘Budget
Session’,

When the same thing would be repeated again-n-again
and nothing new would come up anymore …

Your Exams will be more of Your ‘PUBG Target’,

 The most beautiful attachments
(Journey of excitement)

Where you need to kill every other subject on the same
time rather on the same moment.

Your Life would become more of a “Railway
Platform”, Where the clock will have it’s own time but
you won’t have your time with you anyone.

And And And

At the end of the day, the things that would be with you
would be Your Assignments, Seminars, MCQs and
your Exam Schedule in your WhatsApp.

But But But

Knot up one-thing, no other department will have that
Level of Excitement, that you will be always holding
…

Converting that 5 Minutes Break into a 20 Minutes
Long Tea Break.

Converting the Boring Finance Periods into Scary
Horror Movie Dates.

Converting those Celebration Days into Late Night
Party Outing.

And finally you would be left with,

Being the University Topper in making memories,
friends, relations and State Topper in Building out the
Best Moments...

And After Five Years…

While Being the HR Manager of any of the PSUs ,

Scrolling down your Instagram Handle, You will be
showing out Your M.B.A time posts to some of your
interns and quoting out

“ This is when Destiny meet Life & The Journey of
Excitement Begins ”…

Jakki Samir Khan
Associate Prof. - Finance

Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)
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“When you are born a man, you are given no option but
to hustle all your life and deliver success, otherwise,
you have failed as a man and looked down upon”

When we think of ‘man’ the first thing that probably
comes to mind (my mind at least) is responsibility,
respect  that has been set by the society.

“yes women have their own struggles but to think that
men have it easy is a myth. Because , no matter how
much we do ,we are always expected to do more . It is
as though you spend your life trying to prove your worth
and under a microscopic eye. We are fighting our basic
instincts every single day just to conform to the
definition of being a good man set by society.”

Pain of a man

In my experience, as and when we grow so do our
responsibilities and the expectations society has from
us. When  you are a kid ,you are expected to earn
good marks, finish top of your class. As you grow older,
you are supposed to earn enough for your family, leave
your house and family members to earn some money
to feed them, men go to his own house as a guests,
that’s the reality. Men have emotions and feelings but
you can  not show it because the society set a standard
man is strong. They never cry, I think man is the best
actor in the world.

“A man who is a master of patience and patience is
master of everything”

Rajesh Biswal
MBA: 2021-23

Self-lover
“You are not a being who is aware

You are the awareness itself”

The path from “AWARE TO AWARENESS” is the way
to be a self-lover. Once you start loving yourself the
deep you connect with yourself, you are absolutely safe,
secure & stable there will be no fear to lose something
or someone & once you achieve these things no one
will let you go anywhere & then only you can get the
freedom, because

“The guy can give u freedom

Who is free” so be the one.

Just adopt solitude, don’t focus on the attire. look at
the depth, change your thinking, don’t blame anyone

from your prospective. There are things we know &
things we don’t, there are also some things we don’t
and we really don’t know.

Knowing that we know “makes us happy” Knowing that
we don’t know “makes us strive to work hard ‘but when
we don’t know what we don’t know, is the missing link
in our life. Look up & find it. Drill a little deep within
yourself & learn the way you never learned before.

Solitude is nothing but focus on you. If you can
understand what you are? Now you can connect with
the universe & once you see this true path of your life
you will be comfortable. There will no insecurity for taking
any decision & you will start loving yourself.

Swagatika Dutta
MBA: 2020-22
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Once upon a time there was a boy who lived in a small
town. He doesn’t have anyone in his life, all alone by
himself in this whole world. But instead of getting sad
or complaining to God he always keeps smiling. He
helps others and always in trying of spreading happiness
among everyone around him. He never asks for anything
or never wishes anything to god for himself. He was
happy with what he has.

One days the boy saw a something beautiful while he
was walking back to his house. He goes stunned and
freezes as he never saw such a beautiful creation of
God before. He suddenly falls in love with it. Love in
which God dwells. It was  happening to him for the first
time, he never feels such thing before. But deep inside
he knows that he might be never able to bring that
beautiful creation in his life. But this was love and it
doesn’t listen to anyone even if it’s by himself. He tried
everything, goes off his limit, done every sort of thing to
bring that beautiful thing to his life. But every time he
tried every time he failed every time. After getting failed

Wish

again and again he started to felt that he had set his
heart on something which might not meant to be his.
He begins to get upset every time. That boy who was
happy all the time started to live his life unhappy. That
endless smile from his face went away. People around
him were also worried about him but No one knows
how to help him to bring that smile back to his face.

One evening, that boy was sitting somewhere alone
with heart of sorrow and praying to god to bring that
thing to his life then he saw something in the sky. Might
God have heard him that day. It was a bright shining
wishing star falling ahead of him. The boy saw the star
and thought that he could wish the thing from it. Afterall
it’s a falling star and it can fulfil any wish of anyone.
Then he did not delay further, stood up immediately
look upward to the star once, closed his eye, stopped
for a while and wished, “GOD GIVE ME WHATEVER
IS RIGHT FOR ME, GIVE ME WHAT I REALLY
DESERVE.”

Subhrajeet Swain
MBA: 2020-22

“Technology like art is a soaring exercise of the human
imagination.” – Daniel Bell
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One of the most dramatic changes in recent decades
has been the increasing prominence of women in
leadership position in government, business, higher
education non-profits ventures and other areas of life,
in many more countries of the world ,than would have
been true in the past.

Historically, power has been distributed among the lexes
disrespect power and powerful positions have most often
been associated with men as opposed to women. As
gender equality increases women hold more and more
powerful positions.

Accurate and proportional representation of woman in
social System has been shown to be important to the
long lasting success of the human race. Additionally a
study shows that “Absence is not merely a sign of
disadvantage and disenfranchisement, but the exclusion

Historical hierarchy and women of India

of women from position of power also compounds gender
stereotypes and retards the pace of equalization.

In addition to the male- female split in the distribution
of positions of power, many other factors play a role in
which has power, race, class, sexuality, age and other
factors play a significant part in who is in control. These
factors play in especially when coupled with the gender
difference: research from the journal of the National
Association of Social Workers has found that the
“Double burden of racism and sexism exacts a toll on
their mental health and restricts their opportunities”.
”Additionally according to another study “the degree to
which a system successfully include women can
indicate a property for the  system to include, other
disenfranchised minorities.

Abhipsa  Panigrahi
MBA: 2021-23

“You yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe
deserve your love and affection.” – Buddha
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Satisfy your soul not society 

The bitter truth is nobody actually cares untill and unless
you are rich,popular or dead.Be selfish enough to have
self love,self worth,and self respect. Say,you are
strong,be like the old tree who never fell down in any
thunder. You know,some people will never support you

Be you

because they fear of what you might become.Just kick
out the worries of what others think.Worry about your
character and not about your reputation because your
character resembles who you are,your reputation is
what, others think . So be a good human being.

Nargis Bano
IMBA: 2019-24

“Man only likes to count his troubles; he doesn’t calculate
his happiness.”  ― Fyodor Dostoevsky

Life is gifted by God. Sometimes it gives happiness &
sometimes it gives pain .Life is a blooming flower. Take
care of it and make it graceful. In life, service is most
important for everyone. Life is always full of struggle.
God’s blessing,teacher,parents and friends help in this
struggle. During your life time do something remarkable
so that all shall remember you . In life always be happy.
Deliver happiness to all.Spread the fragrance of love.

 Life

Be practical, labour hard for great success in your life.
Try to speak the truth always. Try to be a good man in
your life. Keep a good personality. In life do some good
work for which all shall remember you. Life is full of
sweetness and grace. You just taste it and feel its
sweetness. In life just you remember one thing.

‘’In the world you may be someone
But for some one you are the world’’

 Gayatri Rout
MBA: 2020-22
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“Love is woven into your day because it’s woven into
your DNA.”

Trust precedes love. Trust is a sense of faith in a
relationship that builds security and loyalty towards
them. Love and trust are indefinable with a source of
surviving the hardest times. Love not only defines the
trust between a girl and a boy, it is beyond that. Love
can be between parents and their child, a friend and a
friend, a human and the environment, and more. Trust
defines thinking about someone’s needs and making
the right choices that respect your partner’s values. Love
is a feeling and is strongly influenced by the chemistry
of both people. Love, trust, and expectation are directly
proportional to each other. In this era, love has its
different definitions and actions. The growth of the human
is led by the failure and betrayal that lets you learn to
survive in the hardest times and recognize human
tendencies. Starting from teens, everyone faces a lot
of pains and struggles in their lives which let them face

Trust and love: know its essence

the real world and to get co9mpartable with the
environment also. We have heard a lot of cases about
suicide, murder, and a lot more because of betrayal
and revenge mostly. The evil world has destroyed the
value and intensity of love which is still alive in every
soul. According to psychology, love is the confidence
in the fundamental loving nature of every person. Trust
means relying on someone but providently that someone
can be both living and non-living also just like humans
rely on air and water. Love is not jealousy, ambition,
fulfillment, or becoming; love does not desire or
pleasure’ ‘When you love, everything will come right.
That love shouldn’t be passionate or lustful; that one
should love one’s neighbour as oneself; that one should
love one’s father and mother; that love should be the
impersonal love of God. Everyone gives an opinion
according to their fancy.’ Be the real you and face the
world with your ambition.

Subhashree Pattanayak
IMBA: 2019-24

“How you love yourself is how you teach others to love
you.” —Rupi Kaur
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Millet: the substitute to rice

Millets, a group of small but incredibly nutritious and
environment friendly cereals consumed for centuries in
India, are making a comeback in our diets. Millets are
traditional grains, grown and consumed in India from the
past more than 5000 years.  Millet is one of the cereal
grain belongs to grass family. It’s widely consumed in
developing countries and in India. Millet are basically  used
in Maharastra, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh. Millet is a rich source of nutrition. The food
products and beverages made out of them have many
health benefits. Millets are small - grained, annual, warm
- weather cereals belonging to grass family. They are
rain-fed, hardy grains which have low requirements of water
and fertility when compared to other popular cereals. They
are highly tolerant to drought and other extreme weather
conditions. Millets are nutria rich cereals comprising of
sorghum, pearl millet, finger millet (Major millets) foxtail,
little, kudos, proso and barnyard millet (minor millets).
These are one of the oldest foods known to humanity.1
these are one of the several species of coarse cereal
grasses cultivated for their small edible seeds. Pseudo
millets are so called because they are not part of the
Poaceae botanical family, to which ‘true’ grains belong,
however they are nutritionally similar and used in similar
ways to ‘true’ grains.

 Millets are highly nutritious, non-glutinous and non acid
forming foods. Millets have many nutritional and health
promoting properties especially the high fiber content.
Millets hydrate our colon to keep us from being
constipated. Niacin in millet can help lower cholesterol.
Millets contain major and minor nutrients in good amount
along with dietary fiber. They   are rich in nutrition and
dietary fiber. They serve as good source of protein,
micronutrients and phyto chemicals. The millets contain
7-12% protein, 2-5% fat, 65-75% carbohydrates and 15-
20% dietary fiber. The essential amino acid profile of the
millet protein is better than various cereals such as maize.
Millets contain fewer cross-linked prolamins, which may
be an additional factor contributing to higher digestibility
of the millet protein. Millets are more nutritious than fine
cereals. Small millets are good source of phosphorous
and iron. Millets contributes to antioxidant activity with
phytates, polyphenols, tannins, anthocyanins,

phytosterols and pinacosanols present in it having
important role in aging and metabolic diseases. All millets
possess high antioxidant acitivity. The study carried out
by Prof Veena Kumari and Rakesh Kumar Prasad find out
in their study that there has been a clear transition from
food grain consumption to non-food grain and animal
product consumption. The study has also observed that
food consumption has diversified with higher consumption
of vegetables, meat and fish etc. There is slight decline in
consumption of cereals,whereas consumption of pulses
has been found stagnant over the past two decades. The
study has revealed that the rural people now are investing
more on non-cereal items such as   pulses milk and milk
products, edible oils, meat, vegetables, fruits and fish.
Thus, per capita per month demand for cereals has
decreased and it is expected to decline more in near future.
Hence, it calls for immense need for increased production
of non-cereal items in the time of globalization of agriculture
and allied sector. The findings of the study revealed that
decline of calories consumption from cereals was mostly
offset by increase from non-cereals sources. Further, it
pointed increased production of food grain (rice, wheat
etc.) and non food  grain (pulses, oilseeds, sugarcane
etc.) with a combined increased income and better
education would result in enhancement in monthly per
capita consumption of food items in both rural and urban
India. It will directly improve nutritional status of the Indian
population. Policies should be focused towards promotion
of production of both food grain and non food grain items
across the country. In fact the study should be conducted
to know about the common people’s preference of rice
versus millet. The millet mission scheme was undertaken
to spread the awareness of use of millet as staple food in
place of rice but the question is can this schemes bring
change in food habits.

So the agricultural researchers, academicians and stake
holders should rethink about this millet mission and millet
as a substitute of rice.2

Millet-The future Rice
Dr. Sarita Mishra

Assistant Professor
P. G.  Department of Home Science

Rama Devi Women’s University, Bhubaneswar,
Odisha
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I write pain,

Because they make the paper pretty,

They give the ink a life,

They live in my heart,

What could never flow out of me,

In the shape of the colorless or red,

They keep me moving and not dead.

I write pain,

Because We hide what kills us,

They add life to the decaying a little much,

They keep me away from my love,

What I could never speak neither share,

Neither cling to it, not from a distance,

I can stare.

I write pain

Rudra Prasad Behera
Asst. Professor - English

Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)

I write pain,

Because that what gives me joy,

Because than the smile the pain is a bit coy,

They hide in your dark,

They scratch your past,

They keep the paper wet and ink flowing,

The pain only keeps the heart glowing

I write pain,

Because I love to write what never can speak,

Joy kills the pen and pain takes that to peak

I write with pen and pain,

I write my wish,

To feel the pain again,

My hear beats with the flowing of ink,

Than the living,

Pretty is the life that sinks.
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Somewhere from my heart stemmed a song

It rhymed,

“Something is wrong

Something is wrong.”

An estranged song,

An entangled song heaved illusions

The jealous Demiurge—illuminates,

Each time I kill, I rape,

I plunder—the inside whistles

“Something is wrong

Something is wrong.”

Anomie! Anomie! My love

The plague that haunts

Leave me be

Dissolve what you have carved

Into the femurs and cartilages.

The warlord’s song

When I leave a land

Leaf of life is ash and bone

Somewhere from my heart stemmed a song, when

Babes, like lambs, are roasted in the ecstasy of blood.

When another hung from the helm of a dried-up teak

Swinging back and forth

On the cords of her intestines, a song stemmed.

Men and Gods, in my honour, celebrate

In my name, they rise

An emerald studded Golden Chalice filled,

To the brim

From the pulp of a thousand severed heads.

Red drops as soft as tigers’ fur

From the side of the quaked goblet

Oozed softly as sunken pebbles

And my tongue cried unannounced

“Something is wrong

Something is wrong!

Bibu Binu Thomas
MA, NET & JRF,  Pondicherry University
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On the filthy bed, the body rests

Mind filters in and out..

Memories mix, flash and break

Some sharpened edges fall out.

One hand on another, the perfect death staged

Trickles of sweat, breathing lingers

And dirty linen astrayed.

Cheap cologne spray, fungus food display

Dim lights: truth and lie

Bottles of whiskey roll and relay!

The body now shifts, finds its balance

An unholy retreat, a sheer non-chalance!

The ink drops now weary

And the body fully asleep

Our modern sorrow ends

In a tragic-comic relief.

Modern sorrow

Praneeta Das
Ph.D. Scholar, Ravenshaw University
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A scent which reminds moment of past;

A gift which stays,

Sometimes forgotten but still in heart.

A hand soft enough,

To hold all of mine.

A heart brave enough,

To accept all the flaws.

A kiss which left traces,

Still in the bite of lip,

Still in the touch of tongue

Traces

Sagarika Adhikary
MA, Antropology, Pondiherry University
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Let me

Dear darkless moon,

Let hide of me in you;

Dear blue sea,

Let my restless soul dip in you

It is wandering like an incessant waves;

Dear unimpeachable wind,

Let me shift in the flower

I am tired with this arduous world;

Dear darky earth,

Let me bury into you

My beautiful soul has been dead;

Dear my loveless lovely soul,

Let me live inside me

Allow breathless me to breathe

Into this breathtaking world.

I found a rose flower in my heart,

It’s honey was my love,

It’s petals my thoughts.

Dreams are the fragrance

It spreads to the world.

I offer it to thee alone,

You may admire me,

Sometimes neglect.

Whatever be your choice,

I won’t bloom for you,

Won’t wither too.

What I wish, I wish.

My being is not to impress,

It is to express me,

My esse.

Savyasachi K G
Ph.D. scholar, Dr. B R Ambedkar NIT

Jalandhar, Punjab
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Life is a desert full of sand,
Sand of sorrows, sufferings and sad.

Oasis cactus and boundless sand,
Pleasures pains in the other hand.

Are the feature of life and desert,
Blooms delight  in the lustful heart.

Sanctity of mind, Purity in heart are Scarcities,
Lakes, Garden, Temples in the desert like wise.

Redness of lip, Charmness of face are in durable,
Can fly and vanish beyond like a dust particle.

Life

Pain comes from worldly pleasure & material
enjoyment,
Honesty, sincerity, education & meditation can
eliminate.

Your innocence, problems & Sandy desert of life,
Heavenly enlightenment makes it strong & safe.
No one can escape from the scanner of the Almighty,
Spiritual love in life can reflect enlightenment & purity.

Invest your knowledge & experience honestly,
Same shall yield positive result in life perfectly.

 Saroj ku. Mohanty
Athgarh, Ex-employee of

Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)
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Setting alone in life’s ride,

Without you by my side.

 The man of my life suddenly get pass of sight infront of my eyes.

Suddenly the winds get frezzy,

Breaking my paradise until it hazy.

 Lost my whole heart in the end of rough summer,

my gleeful feeling for him turned into fear.

His departure makes me a crushed rootless soul,

Feels like my fate is cruel.

I automatically go silent in the emotional rollercoaster.

I’m not not just tired,

 I also feel so empty and alone.

 It sucks being me….

O precious beloved of mine,

can I once again call you all mine????

My grand father

Baishakhee Mohanty
MBA: 2021-23
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Time . . . . A luxury, realized by those
Who have no more, falling sands

A steady mind understands,
The luxury of a lifetime.

For those moments, when you realize
What you should have been doing

Come rare
And do not wait for its arrival,

For it is uncertain.
And you certainly don’t want it

To smoother your mind and heart
On your death bed.

Love, lust, greed, play, artificiality
All drown out this silent needle

Potent enough to pierce your existence,
Leaving a wound that time can no longer heal.

Read this and ponder.
Within you lies a world unexplored,

that if conquered, can become a force
stronger than the world outside.

Know that you are only second within millennia.
Know that you are a grain of dust within the cosmos.

Know that within you lie the demons and evil of the world.
And the heaven and gods reside in you.

For this world will never produce a
second so unique.

Will never produce a grain of dust,
So mighty as you.

Save yourself from time,
You’re all you have. And you are worth saving.

An ask for Salvation

Uditansu Swain
IMBA: 2021-26
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I’m young, I’m great

I’m young, I’m great, I’ve also
Full of strength 

If you asking you’ve no pressure 
Enjoy with pleasure reflect my answer

I’ve dream, so many dream
Dream like exploring my favorite stream 

Teacher is saying parents are saying 
I’ve one motto “staying with playing”

Play some games with my friends 
Friends we play like out of madness

Football is one of my favorites 
No one defeat me to take its fame rights 

Research always new things 
One of my key strengths 

Watching movie and listening music 
Relegate my leisure loneliness
Time not staying only for you

It finds the way from escape you
Utilize this build your skillet 

To help your career take a skyrocket 

For a student career is first
Love affairs and politics always in last
As a student stay away from politics 
It’s a dirty game with huge diplomatic 

Take all advice into your brain 
Otherwise gain trouble with more pain

Always remember characters most vital
Wealth and achievement nothing but just metal

 Jyotiprakash Behera
IMBA: 2019-24 
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Always true to your work

Always true to your word

Always true to your thought

Always true to your discussion

Always true to your passion

Always true to your resolve

Always true to your parents

Always true to your friends

Always true to your speech

Always true to your neighbour

True true always true

It never backs to false.

Always be true

Sucheta Pattanayak, Librarian
Srusti Academy of Management (Autonomous)
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Shadow, shadow, my shadow,

You are short in noon, but you are long

In the presence of the moon,

When I walk briskly you came back to me soon.

When I go out lonely without any adult,

You never leave me isolated

You are like a friend of mine,

Who can never go far from me?

At night I can see you when I stand infront of wall,

In which you appear to me fall.

I thank you to be with me always.

In coming years also be with me always.

You are a main part of my life,

Who can never be separated till I have life?

Shadow

 Sonali Rani Panda
MBA: 2021-23
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“Masked superheroes”

Caps on head,

Signals on red,

Loaded guns,

Running after goons,

That’s not how all suprheroes appear.

Today’s superheroes are the true savior.

Mask on face,

Legs on the race,

Wearing the PPE kit,

They get no time to seat.

Rushing like a bullet,

They handle the patient.

They forget their appetizer,

While rubbing the sanitizer.

They are our masked warriors,

Saving our lives, crossing all barriers.

Superhero

Putting their life on risk,

They don’t waste on time to think,

As the world is dying,

And the covid is rising.

Strains,waves and fungs that grows,

They are dealing with all like heroes.

Leaving their families behind,

They have this pandemic in their mind,

From medicines to ventilator,

And paracetamol to oxymeter.

Soaking in PPE uniforms,

They run quarantine centers and homes,

Checking everybody’s health,

And breath.

They are our masked superheroes.

With no superman cape and spiderman powers.

Ranjeet Yadav
MBA: 2021-23
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We Meet Each Other In Class Three,
But At That Time, We Were Not So Free.
Next Year Our Section Changed,
And We Were Left Estranged.

As We Were Known To Each Other As Schoolmates,
So No One Had Crossed Each Other’s Gates.
In Class 8th, Our Section Was Again Same,
Basically, Our Lost Friendship Further Began.

In Those Days, We Had No Emotions For Each Other,
Hence, As Casual Friends It Didn’t Bother.
There, We Shared the Same Class for Next 3 Years,
Our Friendship Ran Without Any Gears.

Everyone Pass Through the College Days,
All Over the Life Time, It’s A Different Phase.
Here All Experience Something New To Do,
So It Blossomed In Our Life Too.

We Had Never Thought Of Meeting up Again,
However, This Time A New Journey Began.
From Earlier Though We Were Familiar,
Yet Our Activities Were Not So Similar.

Since, We Were From Same School,
To One Another We Were Much Cool.
We Became Benchmate on the First Day,
And Successfully It Continued Up To the Last Day
We Did Everything Together,
Eventually We Grew Close Together.
Day By Day We Knew About Each Other’s Passion,
And Eventually Built A Strong Relation.

Despite Having Many Small and Big Fights,
Our Friendship Became Much More Tight,
You Are Not Less Than Any Sweetheart,
You Will Always Be The Super Best Part Of My Heart.

The never ending bond

There Are No Such Topic, What We Didn’t Discuss,
When We Started Our Gossip Unlimited It Goes.
Every time We Would Connect,
May It Be Face To Face, Calls Or Through Internet?

For The Attendance, We Had To Go,
But Spending Time Actually Was Our Motto.
Without Any Plan If We Felt Bored,
Suddenly We Gathered At Our Home.

Hanging Out Had A Unique Taste,
In Our Mind Every Moment We Did Paste.
The Love, The Affection, The Care Between Us,
That Unforgettable Touch Was My First Crush.

Those Years Were My Top Best,
As You Were Always Near To My Chest
We Had So Much Memories Together,
It Was Too Hard To Say Goodbye.
We Were Bonded In A Unique Bond,
Which Has Been Made Much Strong.
We Were Attached Very Heartly,
I Love My Best Buddy Immensely.

I Am Thankful To God for This Wonderful Present,
No One Can Be Your Replacement.
I Adore You My Close Friend Forever,
May This Special Friendship Last Forever.

For The Closest Dude of Mine
And Only Mine.
I Pray To God,
Always May You Shine.

Ankita Nayak
MBA: 2021-23
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Who’s strong enough to be alone?

But soft enough to still allow

A place in her heart for you

Take her by the hand

And if you’re not man enough

To lead her through the darkness yet,

At least be brave enough

To not let her stand in it alone

Appreciate her flaws

Because sometimes the same reasons

Why the world tells her

She’s not good enough

Are the same reason she

May appreciate you

For loving her anyway.

If you have a woman

Snehalata Swain
MBA: 2021-23
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How sweet and cute

My mother language

Everyone can learn

There is no limit of age

I love my mother

I love my state

We all are connected together

Only because of my mother language

We differ in colour

We differ in age,

There is only similarity

Which is my mother language

It is easy to learn

And easy to manage

How sweet and cute

My mother language.

Everything becomes simple

And full of craze

Only when I am with

My sweet mother language

It is full of beauty

Can build a perfect image

My mother language

Oh! I love

My mother language

It is with me

Through hell or heaven,

Oh! My mother language

I can’t see you in pain

Somebody misbehaves you

Somebody misunderstands,

I think

They are the worst people

In all over the world.

I respect you and promise you

I will take you in the next level,

No one can touch your progress

You are the only one with me when I fail

I will sing I will speak

I will explain to the world-wide range

How sweet and cute

My mother language.

Sushree Krishna Mohapatra
MBA: 2021-23
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Mother’s love

She’s the flame which is meant to be burnt

She’s the warrior which is meant to be won

She’s the mother who is meant to be loved

She’s the queen who is meant to be shown

She’s the story which is meant to be read

She’s the tree which is meant to give shade

She’s the God who is meant to be worshiped

She’s the dream which is meant to be wished

She accepts all like a sea

She stands strong just like a hill

She’s the aim having zeal

She’s the mother who is always ready to heal.

Subhrata Mahanta
MBA: 2021-23
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A silent tear

With the dry sick face,

And that low key smile,

Eyes blinking slowly,

Staring each other,

Reviving all the memories,

And every moment spent together,

Not uttering a single word,

Just talking through the eyes,

Confessing all the unsaid things,

Holding hands tightly,

Maintaining a grip that holds the secrets of the entire journey,

Some happiness tears too come out,

Because it’s with my favourite person,

No more regrets and broken promises,

Just love, just us,

To lay in your lap and stare,

A lovely one, a peaceful one life.

Srijita Pramanik
 MBA: 2020-22
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We are born for

Graves and fire

From birth to death

With unfulfilled desires

Body of ashes and

 Veins of water

Tongue that lies and

 Heart that shattered.

Term Proud to be human

Where it come from

Where’s the situation

That should we proud of

The pain and responsibilities

Came before pride

And that’s the scary truth

makes us do the bad in our best

We live in a beautiful society

With full of civilization

They love sit on their chair

And hope for  the salvation

Humans

Eating other souls

Is the part of our habit

And then cry out loud

When someone killed the rabbit

We are Hippocrates and stubborn

We are rotter and savage

But also kindness and empathy

Sometimes shows to the neediness

Our heart may shattered

Or Tongue say lie

But humanity comes to life

When we see some other cry

And Yes we are humans

We always try to see the light

Even the dark our own

Or evil always on ours side

We always hope for the best

After we did the wrong

Yes we are humans

And our hope is our home

Subhrajeet Swain
MBA: 2020-22
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Once there was a boy

And everyone thought,

 He was a useless guy.

He always failed, in every exam

 Be it first second or third,

Or the last, final term.

Once he saw an art,

Who was trying to climb a wall

Fell down, but tried again,

And then it did not

This lit up his inner soul,

He worked harder to achieve his goals.

And one day he went up so high,

That he finally touched the sky!

IF you too want achievements,

Never, ever cry.

Just set your goals and aims,

And try try and try.

Try, try and try

Jitendra Jena
MBA: 2020-22
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A friend like nobody is hard to find,

It still blows in my mind,

Kind, caring, funny, smart,

That you have stolen my heart.

From the day we met,

And here we stand,

It’s of you my life had perfect and grand.

You cheer me when I fall down,

You make me smile when I frown.

You try to make me laugh, when I cry

You make me happy when you don’t even try.

You helped me in times I need,

You took the spirit that you deed.

A friend like you is never a substitute,

It’s never believable that you have been mine.

I had ever wonder a friend like you,

Whom I never had before.

A friend like nobody is hard to get,

A friend like you is blessed, never forget.

A friend like nobody

 Biswajeet Das
IMBA: 2021-26
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F-Field of love

R- Root of joy

I- Island of God

E- End of sorrow

N- Name of hope

D- Door of understanding

Friendship is like a china ware cup

Of costly and rare,

That it needs a special care.

Friendship is like a book

Which is filled with words of admire.

A friend who reads is once will never

Accord it to be bare.

Friendship is like a growing tree

Which grows by the water of affection.

A friend who water it once

Will never allow it to postpone.

Friendship is like a rose which blooms

In winter valley

Will never let it fade.

Friendship

Debashis Jena
                                 IMBA: 2021-26
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When you are happy,

The first person you feel responsible.

When you are sad,

The first person whose shoulder and hand is with you.

When the whole world is out,

The person who comes to accept it is.

When you are silent,

The person who mourns.

When you are misled,

The person who shows the correct path.

Wherever you go,

The person is always with you.

When you need something,

The person who fulfil your wants.

When you are alone,

The one whose absence you feel and love.

Now you think

Who is your friend?

Who is a friend?

 Meera Sahoo
                                      IMBA: 2021-26
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Woman cry easily,
When a man cries publicly, it becomes a joke 

He brings wealth and value in the house,
And he is accounted for against the woman 

If he studies then job problem,
If he is a bachelor, then there is pressure for marriage 

 
He says no one; he keeps it in his heart

Oh that makes the chest tighter than that 

The woman was oppressed; the pages of the newspaper were filled 
Oops, do not talk when a man becomes a victim 

We can’t even imagine 
How much hard work and sacrifices makes a man 

Even man is present in woman,
But still they are always kept behind.

A man

Awaish Ali Khan
IMBA: 2019-24
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We smile through Happiness,

We smile through Cheers.

We smile through Madness,

We smile through Prayers.

We smile through Hope,

We smile through Cope.

Let’s smile through Sadness,

Let’s smile through Fears.

Let’s smile through Darkness,

Let’s smile through Tears.

Let’s smile through Strife,

Let’s smile through Life.

We smile through the Beauty of our Unrealistic Dreams.

Let’s smile through a Heart filled With Gleams.

Let’s smile through! 

Biswajit Padhan
IMBA: 2019-24
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Friendship is a gas

Which can diffuse so fast?

Friendship is a liquid

Which can flow faster?

Friendship is an iconic bond

Which can’t be separated so easily?

Friendship is a chemical equation

Which gives rise to happiest moments?

Friendship is a chemical reaction

Which gives much sorrow on separation?

Friendship

Subhadarsini Sahoo
MBA: 2018-20
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I wished I could be her

The pillar of the home,

The lamp of others’ life,

The epitome of patience, love, and care.

I wished I could be her

Because all I could see were people praising.

Today, I have become her.

But, not a pillar, not a lamp,

Neither the epitome of love. 

People branded names upon me.

Luckily, the world taught me to ignore.

I wish I were this before

To teach her to live her life, 

To free herself, to feel the warmth. 

To unlearn the learned. 

I wish I would never be her.

I wished

Revathy R.
B.Ed, B.S.S Gurukulam, Palakkad, Kerela
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Why does hate exist?!

I think this crying world needs some rest!

Don’t you think that life is hard?!

To live and survive through this entire hazard!

Don’t you think that life is weird?!

Some are fighting in wars

Suffering.. feeling so much pain of bleeding scars

While others are singing, dancing & drunk in bars!

Don’t you think it’s funny?!

That everything is going bad... Nothing goes fine

People are killed & others taste the nectar wine

I can’t bare the changes

Of the world’s temperamental stages!

I can’t believe the darkness of man’s heart

I guess they should be all blocked in cages!

Don’t you think that life is tough?!

People are too greedy they never get enough!

Where are your feelings people...? Why are you…?

Let’s make this world better

Shivangi Rath
 IMBA: 2016-21
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God has many creations

All have not the life,

Wherever the life is

It’s too hard to survive..

You will not get the life

From the book of philosophy

Neither the video of motivation could define you

Nor the lyrics of a lo-fi

Some says life is so far,

But how could you measure the distance

Distance is different for everyone

Take your each step with elegance

Life is all about understanding the life

Understanding comes from the experience in life

Experience will become expertise

When you live your life with +ve vibe

Life is like a petals of  rose

The more you bloom, the more you shine

The more you face, the more you feel

Like the taste of a old wine

Life

Life is like a journey

Success is your destination

Just have a faith on yourself

& never step back from the path you move on

Stoppage will come after several steps

That’s the nature of life

Have the petrol on your vehicle

In the form of energy and Zeal

No one can define,

What life means for you

It’s you who can depict it

By interpreting you in front of you

Life is not easy & not difficult as well

More you learn, the more you fail

The more is always there, in the statement of life

No trick you could apply to make it brief

Life gives lessons

Lessons comes through functions

Never be bothered about it

As it has various options

Chandan Barik
IMBA: 2019-24
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Placement Details

Asutosh Dash Sk Jahiruddin Sagarika Sahoo Soumya Ranjan Dash Dibyalok Sahoo Elisha SwainSourav Dash Bindushree ChainiKhitiprava Dora

Sasmitanjali Nayak SK Mobassir Subhashree Parida Sidharth Dhalsamant Deepak Kumar Prusty Biswajit Nanda Satyajit Beura Utkalika Priyadarshini Patra Chandrakanta SatapathyAshok DalaiSk Jahiruddin Rashmi Rekha Beura

Ananya Patra

Smruti Ranjan Swain Utkarsh AchariGyana Ranjan Kar Rudra Prasad Mishra

Rudra Narayan Mohanty

Subhadarsini Das Prasanta SahooShaktiprasad Das Ayaskanta Mohapatra



Utkal Divas celebration at Srusti Academy of Management  ( Autonomous) 
on 02.04.2022

Prof. Biswajit Das, Prof. (Marketing), KSOM giving his speech

during the inauguration of Eloquence Club on 22.04.2022
Corporate Talk. Was delivered by Mr. Arup Chokrobarty, State Training 
head, Reliance Retail Pvt. Ltd. and Ms. Bishmita Biswal, HR Manager, 

Reliance Retail Pvt. Ltd. on 23.04.2022

Srusti Alumni Meet of Bengaluru Chapter was held on 28.05.2022Faculty Development programme on “Outcome Based Education” was 
organized on 24.04.2022

Students and faculty members with Dr. Gourahari Das, Author- Editor 
Academician were present on Book Talk: Chapter 1 event 

on 28.05.2022

Student participated in certificate distribution ceremony of short term Value 
Added Courses conducted by IIT, Khargpur on 06.06.2022

Campus Moments

Mr. Rashmin Pulekar, International Art of Living faculty, TEDx 
Speaker/Train the Trainer, FIDE RATED CHESS Player, delivered a talk 

on “Mind Management” on 11.04.2022



Inaugural Ceremony of Ph.D in Management Programme on 29.07.2022
Students and faculty members of Srusti Academy of Management 

(Autonomous) on the celebration of “ Azadi Ka Amrit Mohatsav” on 15.08.2022

Celebration of Guru Poornima on 13.07.2022Mr. Vikas Nayak, Cine artist, Odia Film Industry and the awardees of the 
Srusti Youth Fest along with staff members during Srusti Youth Fest 

award ceremony held on 26.06.2022

Inauguration of  Srusti Newsletter, Jan-Mar, 2022 Innauguration of Alumni e-Xpress, Jan-Apr, 2022 on 24.06.2022

Campus Moments

Participated 

near Sai International College of Commerce playground on 19.06.2022

students and Co-ordinator in  Srusti Cricket Match-2022 Students and staffs participated in International Yoga day-2022

organized by YRC club on 21.06.2022
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